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Abstract
Very often, for business or personal needs, users require to retrieve, in a very fast way,
all the available relevant information about a focused target entity, in order to take
decisions, organize business work, plan future actions. To answer this kind of “entity”-
driven user needs, a huge multiplicity of web resources is actually available, coming
from the Social Web and related user-centered services (e.g., news publishing, social
networks, microblogging systems), from the Semantic Web and related ontologies and
knowledge repositories, and from the conventional Web of Documents. The Ph.D.
thesis is devoted to define the notion of in-cloud and a semantic clouding approach for
the construction of in-clouds that works over the Social Web, the Semantic Web, and
the Web of Documents. in-clouds are built for a target entity of interest to organize all
relevant web resources, modeled as web data items, into a graph, on the basis of their
level of prominence and reciprocal closeness. Prominence captures the importance of
a web resource within the in-cloud, by distinguishing, also in a visual way “a la tag-
cloud”, how much relevant web resources are with respect to the target entity. The
level of closeness between web resources is evaluated using matching and clustering
techniques, with the goal of determining how similar web resources are to each other
and with respect to the target entity.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
The expectations of users on the quality of the results obtained from searching the
web are becoming higher and higher. Very often, for business or personal needs, users
require to retrieve, in a very fast way, all the available relevant information about a
focused target entity, in order to take decisions, organize business work, plan future
actions. A target entity is a keyword-based representation of a topic of interest, namely
a real-world object/person, an event, a situation, a movie, or any similar subject that
can be of interest for the user. To answer this kind of “entity”-driven user needs, a huge
multiplicity of web resources is actually available, coming from the Social Web and
related user-centered services (e.g., news publishing, social networks, microblogging
systems), from the Semantic Web and related ontologies and knowledge repositories,
and from the conventional Web of Documents. In order to refer to all such kinds of
web, we use the concept of “Webs”, to describe the idea that a plurality of different
kinds of web is currently available. In particular, the Web of Documents can be defined
as the set of traditional, typically static, web pages, together with the set of hypertext
links connecting them through the World Wide Web [Berners-Lee et al., 1994]; the
Social Web can be defined as the set of websites that are designed and developed in
order to support and foster social interaction, together with the set of social relations
that link people through the World Wide Web [Porter, 2008]; the Semantic Web can
be defined as the set of semantically structured web pages, together with the semantic
relations that link them through the World Wide Web [Berners-Lee et al., 2001]. Each
kind of web resource is differently structured according to a variety of formats, ranging
from short, unstructured, and ready-to-consume news/posts, to well-structured, formal
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ontology, and each one can provide unique information for a given target entity. For
example, only web resources coming from the Social Web are able to provide subjec-
tive information reflecting users opinions or preferences about the target entity, which
complement in a useful way the more objective information provided by web resources
coming from the other Webs [Easley and Kleinberg, 2010]. To satisfy user expecta-
tions, a new generation of web information search techniques has to cope with different
requirements: i) the capability to span across multiple Webs, to properly consider the
wide variety of available web resources and pieces of knowledge by properly assess-
ing their information contribution nature; ii) the capability to anticipate the user needs
by providing a focused but comprehensive set of web resources relevant for the target
entity; iii) the capability to semantically organize all the retrieved web resources into
an intuitive and coherent structure for the given target entity [Koutrika et al., 2009b].
1.1 Thesis contribution and outline
With respect to this scenario, the Ph.D. thesis is devoted to define the notion of in-cloud
and a semantic clouding approach for the construction of in-clouds that work over the
Social Web, the Semantic Web, and the Web of Documents [Castano et al., 2010b;
Varese, 2011]. in-clouds are built for a target entity of interest to organize all the rel-
evant web resources, modeled as web data items, into a graph, on the basis of their
level of prominence and reciprocal closeness. Prominence captures the importance of
a web resource within the in-cloud, by distinguishing, also in a visual way “a la tag-
cloud”, how much relevant web resources are with respect to the target entity. The
level of closeness between web resources is evaluated using matching and clustering
techniques, with the goal of determining how similar web resources are to each other
and with respect to the target entity.
The thesis is organized as follows. In Chapter 2, we present the state of the art
of semantic data clouding, by distinguishing the contributions provided in the field of
Social and Semantic Web. In Chapter 3, we introduce our semantic clouding approach
and we describe the unified model that is used to represent the different kinds of web
resources. Chapter 4 is devoted to present a literature survey of instance matching and
record linkage techniques, and to describe all the matching techniques that we have
developed to compare heterogeneous web resources. In Chapter 5, we formally define
10
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the concept of in-cloud and we describe the techniques that are used for classifying and
clouding web resources in order to build in-clouds. Experimental results on the pro-
posed semantic clouding approach are discussed in Chapter 6. Finally, in Chapter 7,
we give our concluding remarks and we discuss the most interesting directions for fu-
ture work. Appendix A is devoted to describe the benchmark that we have created in
order to evaluate the presented matching techniques.
The Ph.D. activity has been partially related to the EU FP6 BOEMIE (Bootstrap-
ping Ontology Evolution with Multimedia Information Extraction) project, where the
described matching techniques have been adopted to compare annotated web pages [Cas-
tano et al., 2009a, 2011].
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Chapter 2
State of the art
Relevant research work with respect to the Ph.D. thesis regards representation and ag-
gregation techniques proposed in the field of Social and Semantic Web. Thus, in this
chapter, we describe the state of the art solutions proposed respectively to work with
web resources extracted from the Social Web and from the Semantic Web.
Related work regarding matching techniques are presented separately in Chapter 4,
where we also present the matching techniques that we have developed to compare
heterogeneous web resources. Such choice is motivated to the fact that matching tech-
niques are involved only in a specific task of our approach, and thus they are treated
independently. On the other hand, in this Chapter, we present approaches and tech-
niques that are similar to our semantic data clouding approach as a whole.
2.1 Social Web
The increasing popularity of Social Web and related user-centered services like news
publishing, social networks, tagging and microblogging systems, have led to the avail-
ability of a huge bulk of messy data, that are mostly characterized by short textual
descriptions with poor metadata and a basic structure [Castano et al., 2010c,d]. How-
ever, they become an essential source of information, sometimes unique, to answer
users’ queries about specific events/topics of interest with the goal of providing sub-
jective information reflecting users’ opinions/preferences. In this direction, informa-
tion search and retrieval is moving from traditional information lookup to exploratory
12
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search, defined as the activity of finding and understanding knowledge about a topic of
interest by exploiting aggregation and learning of information in a social context [Mar-
chionini, 2006]. However, the research efforts towards the development of solutions
for organizing/aggregating Social Web resources according to clouding techniques or
similar approaches are still at an initial stage [Kuo et al., 2007; Herna´ndez et al., 2008;
Koutrika et al., 2009a]. Existing works are mainly focused on defining techniques
and applications for news aggregation and for semantic organization of tags into tax-
onomies/ontologies. Such approaches are similar to the one proposed in the thesis,
because they have a similar objective. However, the existing tools generally work only
on a specific category of web resources (e.g., news, web pages). Instead, our approach
is able to work with multiple web resources at the same time.
2.1.1 News aggregation
Some interesting work has been done in the field of news aggregation with the aim
of providing techniques for their semantic organization and classification. Examples
of proposed systems are Relevant News [Bergamaschi et al., 2007], RSS Clusgator
System [Li et al., 2007], NewsInEssence [Radev et al., 2005], Velthune [Gullı´, 2005],
NewsJunkie [Gabrilovich et al., 2004], and QCS [Dunlavy et al., 2003].
Relevant News [Bergamaschi et al., 2007] is a news feed aggregator which auto-
matically groups news related to the same topic published in different newspapers in
different days, on the basis of the similarity of their titles.
The RSS Clusgator System [Li et al., 2007] applies a hierarchical clustering algo-
rithm over the retrieved news, in order to better serve the reader in finding the news of
interest.
NewsInEssence [Radev et al., 2005] is a system for finding and summarizing clus-
ters of related news articles from multiple sources on the web. The system aims to
automatically generate summaries of news events by using a centroid-based summa-
rization technique. It considers the salient terms appearing in each cluster of related
documents, and uses these terms to construct the clusters summary. Then, it exploits
search-engines available online in order to retrieve news of interest for a user, on the
basis of a sample article or of a set of keywords.
The Velthune search-engine [Gullı´, 2005] is able to retrieve, index, classify, and
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cluster news published using both RSS and Atom formats.
NewsJunkie [Gabrilovich et al., 2004] is a system that personalizes news articles
for users by identifying the novelty of stories in the context of stories users have already
reviewed.
QCS [Dunlavy et al., 2003] is a software tool and development framework for
streamlined IR. The system matches a query to relevant documents of news articles,
clusters the resulting subset of documents by topic, and produces a summary for each
topic.
2.1.2 Semantic organization of tags into taxonomies/ontologies
In recent years, tagging systems have acquired a great popularity in the field of Social
Web. Tagging systems allow users to annotate web resources (e.g., text documents, im-
ages, videos, web pages) by associating them a set of tags. Tags are terms arbitrarily
chosen by users for their capability to describe the content of web resources. The re-
sulting set of tags and web resources within a tagging system is called folksonomy. The
popularity of tagging systems is mainly due to their ease of use. In fact, users can eas-
ily classify web resources without having any technical knowledge and without being
constrained by specific conventions. However, the complete freedom of choosing any
term for the annotation of web resources inevitably leads to the generation of messy
sets of tags. A lot of research is currently focused on trying to organize folksonomies
and associate with them a certain degree of semantics [Begelman et al., 2006; Cattuto
et al., 2007; Echarte et al., 2007; Mika, 2007; Specia and Motta, 2007; Tummarello
and Morbidoni, 2007], in order to enable semantic resource search.
In the following, we discuss the state of the art in the field of the semantic organi-
zation of tags extracted from tagging systems into toaxonomies/ontologies by distin-
guishing two main categories of approaches dealing with social tagging system man-
agement.
Tag classification approaches. These approaches aim at extracting taxonomies or
ontologies from folksonomies using some kind of tag classification technique. For ex-
ample, the approaches presented in [Laniado et al., 2007] and in [Lin et al., 2009] rely
on the use of the WordNet lexical dictionary [Miller, 1995] to detect correct relations
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between tags.
In [Specia and Motta, 2007], the authors propose a methodology to build an on-
tology starting from a set of tags by exploiting information harvested from WordNet,
Google, Wikipedia and other similar knowledge repositories available in the web. This
way, it is possible to automatically detect terminological relations between tags like
synonymy or hyponymy to be used for tag classification.
Schmitz [Schmitz, 2006] proposes a probability model to build an ontology from
tags extracted from Flickr. Subsumption relations between tags are mined on the basis
of the conditional probability between pairs of tags, by considering the number of web
resources containing each tag and the number of users who used each tag.
An alternative approach for building a taxonomy starting from a set of tag assign-
ments is presented in [Barla and Bielikova´, 2009]. In this work, a parent-child or a
sibling relation between each tag and its most frequently co-occurring tag is estab-
lished. The choice about the kind of relation to consider is taken with the help of
WordNet.
Mika [Mika, 2007] provides a model of semantic-social networks for extracting
lightweight ontologies from del.icio.us, which exploits co-occurrence information for
clustering tags over relevant concepts.
Heymann and Garcia-Molina [Heymann and Garcia-Molina, 2006] propose a method
for building a hierarchical taxonomy according to a defined measure of tag centrality
in the folksonomy graph.
A similar approach is presented in [Eda et al., 2009], where authors distinguish
between subjective tags, which reflect user’s ideas about web resources (e.g., “cool”,
“funny”), and objective tags, which are related to the web resources themselves (e.g.,
“tutorial”, “webtechnology”). Thus, the tag taxonomy is created by taking into account
only the objective tags.
A different approach to deal with folksonomy mapping into ontologies is presented
in [Echarte et al., 2007]. In this work, authors propose to build an RDF description
of a generic folksonomy, where the ontology concepts represent the elements of the
folksonomy itself, rather than general concepts.
Similarity-based search approaches. Several contributions deal with the issue of
defining similarity-based techniques for social annotations with the goal of improving
web resource search and retrieval. A survey of similarity measures for collaborative
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tagging systems is provided in [Markines et al., 2009].
Cattuto et al. [Cattuto et al., 2008] propose a method for creating networks of simi-
lar web resources. In particular, similarity between web resources is determined by an-
alyzing the tags used for their annotation, their respective TF-IDF value, and their inter-
section. The TF-IDF value (Term Frequency - Inverse Document Frequency) [Salton
and Buckley, 1997] is a measure which is used in information retrieval to evaluate the
importance of a term for a specific document in a collection of documents. The impor-
tance increases proportionally to the number of times a term appears in the document
but is offset by the frequency of the term in the whole collection. Applied to social
tagging, the TF-IDF value can be used to evaluate the importance of a tag for a specific
web resource, by counting the number of times the tag has been used to annotate such
web resource and the number of times the tag has been globally used to annotate other
web resources.
In [Tummarello and Morbidoni, 2007], authors propose an application, called DBin,
where networks of similar users are created in order to collaboratively build RDFS on-
tologies over domains of interest starting from the del.icio.us tags.
Similarity techniques exploiting the co-occurrence between tags are described in [Begel-
man et al., 2006] for tag clustering and in [Sigurbjo¨rnsson and Van Zwol, 2008] to
provide meaningful suggestions during the tagging phase of photos in Flickr.
A formal model to enhance the information retrieval functionalities of folksonomies
is provided in [Hotho et al., 2006a,b]. In particular, Hotho et al. [Hotho et al., 2006b]
propose a method for converting a folksonomy into an undirected weighted graph, used
for computing a modified PageRank algorithm, called FolkRank, for ranking query re-
sults. In [Hotho et al., 2006a], authors propose to use FolkRank in order to identify
the relevance of each web resource, user, and tag, with respect to a specific target web
resource, user, and tag.
In [Heymann et al., 2008], authors study the impact that social tagging can have in
the traditional web search, analyzing tags in del.icio.us, with respect to the web pages
they are associated with.
2.2 Semantic Web
Differently from the Social Web, the Semantic Web is not suitable for users without
any technical knowledge, as it requires a specific technical background for both creat-
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ing and exploiting the Semantic Web resources, which are characterized by a complex
structure and a set of semantic relations with the other Semantic Web resources. In
fact, the aim of the Semantic Web is to structurally organize the web resources, giving
them a semantics, which consists in the identification of semantic relations between
object descriptions, as well as in the recognition of the descriptions which are referred
to the same real-world object. The most important attempt in creating such kind of
web is the Linked Data project [Berners-Lee et al., 2008; Bizer et al., 2009]. In par-
ticular, Linked Data can be defined as a method for exposing, sharing, and connecting
pieces of data, information, and knowledge, using URIs and RDF. It is mainly focused
on the idea of improving interoperability and aggregation among large data collections
already available on the web by linking together descriptions of the same real-world
object which are stored in different RDF repositories, such as for example DBLP1, DB-
pedia2, CiteSeer3, IMDB4, and Freebase5. Moreover, Linked Data is a step beyond
the simple availability of data and syntactic compatibility, in that it promotes some
important principles in making web resources available and sharable to the Semantic
Web community. Such principles are the following: i) all the web resources have to be
referenced by a URI; ii) URIs have to be resolvable on the web to RDF descriptions;
iii) RDF triples have to be consumed by a new generation of Semantic Web browsers
and crawlers.
In this field, works most strictly related to the topic of the thesis are the ones aiming
at presenting to the users the Linked Data and, more in general, the Semantic Web, in
a more intuitive way. Such approaches can be mainly classified into two different cate-
gories, according to the way RDF datasets are visualized and navigated [Deligiannidis
et al., 2007]. The first kind of visualization consists in browsing a labeled oriented
graph, while the second one consists in displaying RDF properties as browsable facets
of a node. However, all such approaches are related to only a limited portion of the
huge amount of web resources actually available on the web, that is, the Semantic Web
resources, and they do not take into account the web resources originated from user-
generated contents like comments, posts, and personal feeds. Instead, our semantic
1http://www.informatik.uni-trier.de/~ley/db
2http://dbpedia.org
3http://citeseerx.ist.psu.edu
4http://www.imdb.com
5http://www.freebase.com
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clouding approach is conceived to consider both Social and Semantic Web resources.
Graph-oriented visualization. Graph-oriented visualization approaches exploit the
concept relations in the RDF graph and provide some kind of entity aggregation. For
example, in [Hirsch et al., 2009], authors propose a tool for a visual navigation and
exploration of Freebase. Given a topic of interest, the tool produces a graph-based
representation of it, where nodes are associated with an icon representing the type of
the node, as defined in Freebase, and edges are labeled with the name of the corre-
sponding relationships. Moreover, related topics of the same type are combined in
aggregated nodes, and a textual description of each selected node is provided.
In [Mirizzi et al., 2010], a tool that helps users in exploring DBpedia is presented,
not only via directed links in the RDF dataset, but also via newly discovered knowledge
associations and visual navigation. Moreover, it exploits aggregation techniques in
order to combine related topics in unified nodes, providing also a textual description
of each node.
In [Mutton and Golbeck, 2003], the authors focus on discovering the disconnec-
tions in an ontology graph, in order to provide the visualization of smaller graphs,
which can be navigated exploiting the topology of the original graph. However, such
approach is suited to work only with relatively small ontologies, and it does not scale
well for huge dataset as DBpedia.
The approach proposed in [Stuckenschmidt et al., 2004] supports the exploration of
large online document repositories, by providing a concept-based visualization (based
on clustering techniques) of query results.
LESS [Auer et al., 2010]6 is an approach providing a set of web-based templates to
define visual representations of Linked Data. LESS templates may take as input one or
more data sources via SPARQL queries. The resulting visual output can be embedded
as formatted HTML into web pages or can be produced in form of RSS.
The main drawback of graph-oriented visualization approaches is that they do not
scale to large datasets [Frasincar et al., 2006]. However, interesting works providing
efficient graph compression techniques for potentially huge graphs have been recently
proposed [Washio and Motoda, 2003; Tian et al., 2008].
6http://less.aksw.org
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Facet-oriented visualization. Faceted browsing [Yee et al., 2003] has been widely
adopted for many RDF dataset, spanning from DBpedia to DBLP. In faceted browsing
the information space is partitioned using the “facets”, which represent the important
characteristics of an information element. The goal of faceted browsing is to restrict
the search space to a set of relevant resources, by selecting, manually or automatically,
the most important facets and values. The facet theory can be directly mapped to navi-
gation in RDF data: information elements are RDF subjects, facets are RDF predicates
and the values are the RDF objects.
An implementation for faceted navigation of arbitrary RDF data is presented in [Oren
et al., 2006], where important facets are identified by automatically ranking the predi-
cates that best represent and most efficiently navigate the dataset.
In [Hahn et al., 2010], authors present a faceted browser for Wikipedia. The system
enables users to ask complex queries against the Wikipedia knowledge, by exploiting
the Wikipedia infoboxes (i.e., the set of most relevant facts of an article displayed as a
table of attribute-value pairs in the article Wikipedia page).
In [Yitzhak et al., 2008], a hierarchically faceted search implementation is de-
scribed. Here, the facet values that are shown to the user are selected not only on
the bases of their relevance with respect to the specific query, but also on the bases of
their general importance.
Marbles7 retrieves information about resources of interest by querying Sindice8.
Sindice [Tummarello et al., 2007] ranks resources (i.e., RDF triples) retrieved by SPARQL
queries exploiting external ranking services (as Google popularity) and information re-
lated to hostnames, relevant statements, and the dimension of the information sources.
Marbles improves the user experience by presenting the resources as property-value
pairs in a table. Different colors are used to distinguish the sources of the retrieved
information, which are presented as a list of URIs.
Sig.ma9 (Semantic Information MAshup) [Tummarello et al., 2010] retrieves and
integrates Linked Data, starting from a single URI, by querying the Semantic Web and
applying machine learning to the data found. Results are presented as a reorderable list
of verified resources and links to potentially relevant information on the query subject;
users may confirm or reject the relevance of each resource.
7http://www5.wiwiss.fu-berlin.de/marbles
8http://sindice.com
9http://sig.ma
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Finally, in [Aleman-Meza et al., 2003], the context of entities in a RDF graphs is
analyzed and exploited to find and present to the user the top relevant associations and
information.
Faceted browsing improves usability over current interfaces and RDF visualizers as
it provides a better information lookup with respect to keyword searches. Nevertheless,
faceted interfaces are domain-dependent, do not allow to navigate through relations
different from the ones explicitly represented in the dataset, and they become difficult
to use for the users as the number of presented facets grows.
2.3 Contributions with respect to the state of the art
With respect to the state of the art, and with respect to the requirements presented in
Chapter 1, the main contribution of the Ph.D. thesis is to provide a semantic clouding
approach that is able to span across multiple Webs, dealing with different kinds of web
resources. In fact, all of the aggregation and organization techniques and approaches
described in this Chapter are focused only on a specific kind of web resource (e.g.,
web pages, news, Semantic Web resources). As far as we know, our semantic clouding
approach represents a first attempt to bridge the gap between Semantic Web resources
(typically managed in Linked Data) and other kinds of web resources, such as, for
example, tagged and microdata resources. As a consequence, such approach also re-
quires new kinds of matching techniques, which are able to compare heterogeneous
web resources by calculating their semantic similarity.
The contributions of the Ph.D. thesis can be summarized as follows.
• Definition of a cross-web approach considering the different kinds of available
web resources (e.g., tagged resources, microdata resources, Semantic Web re-
sources), and considering both objective and subjective information.
• Definition of in-cloud as a new intuitive data structure for organizing relevant
web resources for a given target entity on the basis of their prominence and
closeness, capturing both their relevance with respect to the target entity and
their reciprocal level of similarity.
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• Definition of matching techniques for comparing different kinds of web resources
by considering the nature of information they represent. In particular, such tech-
niques have been specifically tailored to data clouding purposes to enable a more
effective and smart browsing of the in-cloud, rather than the syntax-based data
linking techniques currently available.
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Chapter 3
The proposed approach
In recent years, the traditional World Wide Web based on “user-consuming” applica-
tions and informative web pages has changed into a more complex vision composed
of a plurality of Webs, where semantic-intensive applications [Alexander et al., 2009;
Hausenblas, 2009] as well as interactive “user-generating” platforms like microblog-
ging, and personal news feeds [Chi, 2008; Koutrika et al., 2009b] are becoming more
and more popular. In particular, we can mainly distinguish three different kinds of
Web: the Social Web, the Semantic Web, and the Web of Documents. Thus, different
kinds of web resources are currently available, coming respectively from the differ-
ent kinds of Web. The Social Web resources include, for example, posts and news
published by users in social networks and microblogging systems, the Semantic Web
resources include RDF/OWL descriptions, and the resources coming from the Web of
Documents include the traditional web pages.
In this scenario, the research efforts towards the development of solutions for or-
ganizing this huge amount of web resources according to data clouding or similar
approaches is still at an initial stage [Kuo et al., 2007; Herna´ndez et al., 2008; Koutrika
et al., 2009a]. We propose a semantic clouding approach which is able to consider and
retrieve different kinds of web resources, coming from the Social Web, the Semantic
Web, and the Web of Documents. In particular, our approach is motivated by the fol-
lowing. A user is typically interested in finding all the available information about a
given target entity. Relevant information about the target entity can be found in each
one of the Webs which are currently available. Objective information about the target
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entity can be extracted from the Web of Documents, subjective information about the
target entity (e.g., comments, opinions from different users) can be extracted from the
Social Web, and relations of the target entity with other entities can be extracted from
the Semantic Web. In particular, our semantic clouding approach analyzes and orga-
nizes the following web resources, coming respectively from the Web of Documents,
the Social Web, and the Semantic Web.
• Tagged resources. For what concerns the Web of Documents, we consider the
web pages which have been previously tagged, manually or automatically. To
this end, for our experiments, we have considered the web pages included in the
tagging systems, that is, the ones that have been tagged by users who visited such
pages. A tagged resource is characterized by a set of plain tags expressed by the
system users to describe its content. Tags are single words chosen arbitrarily by
users. An annotated web page in a system like del.icio.us and a tagged picture
stored in Flickr are examples of tagged resources.
• Microdata resources. For what concerns the Social Web resources, we specif-
ically consider the so called “microdata”, which are referred to the posts pub-
lished by users in social networks and microblogging systems. A microdata re-
source is characterized by a short textual content and a set of metadata/properties,
like title, author, and creation date, that are commonly employed to describe
published items. A user post in a social network system like Twitter and a news
published in a personal RSS/ATOM feed are examples of microdata resources.
Further examples of microdata resources are the new upcoming standards for the
web communication, like HTML51 and microformats2. In particular, HTML5
will provide a microdata vocabulary to associate a nested semantics with the spe-
cific contents of a web page3. The microdata tags of HTML5 will be acquired as
properties of a microdata resource, and will be subsequently considered during
the in-cloud construction.
• Semantic Web resources. They are extracted from RDF(S) knowledge reposi-
tories and OWL ontologies. A Semantic Web resource is a structured description
1http://www.w3.org/TR/html5
2http://microformats.org
3http://www.w3.org/TR/html5/microdata.html
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of an individual and it is characterized by a set of assertions denoting its specifi-
cation in the web document of origin. A RDF description and an OWL instance
are examples of Semantic Web resources.
In order to provide to the user all the relevant information about the target entity,
it is important to develop solutions which are able to consider, analyze, and retrieve
all these kinds of web resources. In fact, as shown in Chapter 2, there are still no ap-
proaches which are able to consider different kinds of web resources at the same time.
The aim of our semantic clouding approach is to provide to the user who makes
the query a visual answer in the form of a cloud, where all the retrieved web resources,
coming from the different Webs, are organized on the basis of their relevance and on
the basis of their respective similarity. Such goal is achieved through the notion of
in-cloud. An in-cloud is a collection of different kinds of web resources which are
relevant for a given target entity and it provides a cross-web, disciplined, and intuitive
information organization structure. In an in-cloud, all the retrieved web resources are
properly arranged for agile, similarity-driven consultation by the user. In particular,
the web resources included in an in-cloud are selected because of their closeness to
the target entity, where by “closeness” we mean that we collect together not only those
resources that represent different descriptions of the target entity but also those other
resources that are similar or connected to the target entity. According to this approach,
if the target entity of interest is for example a movie, an in-cloud for this movie will
collect together different descriptions of the movie, descriptions of other movies that
are similar to the target, and information about the movie cast, characters, production,
and so on. Moreover, a measure of relevance is associated, also in a visual way, to
each retrieve web resource, in order to show the “importance” of the corresponding
web resource with respect to the target entity. A formal definition of in-cloud will be
given in Chapter 5. The main featuring properties of in-clouds are the following.
• Cross-webness. Web resources in an in-cloud come from multiple Webs to pro-
vide a comprehensive picture of all available information, both objective and
subjective. In fact, an in-cloud pervasively collects together objective informa-
tion produced by conventional web data resources and subjective information
derived from Social Web resources. In such a way, the official information about
the target entity that is usually provided by web sites and broadcasters is com-
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plemented with the so-called user generated content as it can be derived from
microblogging and other similar kinds of information sources. Coming back to
our movie in-cloud example, data about a movie that can be retrieved from the
Semantic Web, including title, plot, duration, characters, are combined together
with users reviews, opinions, comments that can be derived from the Social Web.
• “Discipliness”. Web resources in an in-cloud are not only those directly related
to target entity (i.e., those trivially matching the target entity) but also those that
are in some way related to the target and are close to it. To properly highlight the
different levels of closeness, the prominence of web resources is made explicit in
the in-cloud in a way that the user can explore the in-cloud from the more promi-
nent resources and then browse through the in-cloud following closeness paths.
Due to its organization, an in-cloud not only fulfills the user needs but also antic-
ipates them in a sense, in that the most prominent resources are complemented
with supplementary information giving the overall picture of the target actually
available across the Webs.
• Intuitiveness. The in-cloud information organization borrows the graphical rep-
resentation commonly used for folksonomies and tag clouds that become popu-
lar on the Social Web. In particular, the graph-based organization of in-clouds
makes explicit not only the prominence of each web resource with respect to the
target entity but also the closeness level of web resources with one another. This
supports the user in browsing the in-cloud more effectively by prominence and
closeness of web resources here included. The in-clouds can be exploited by an
agent, either a final user or a software agent like a search engine, to collect an
overall picture of the available knowledge about a given target entity, rather than
to retrieve a specific detail. This potentially leads to several possible applica-
tions consuming web data, ranging for example from a new generation of news
aggregators to on-demand mashup applications.
An example of in-cloud is shown in Figure 3.1, collecting web resources related to
the target entity “Star Wars”. The nodes in the in-cloud represent web resources, while
the edges between nodes denote the closeness degree holding between the correspond-
ing web resources. The dimension of each node is proportional to the prominence of
the corresponding web resource for the target entity “Star Wars”. We can observe that
web resources in the in-cloud are not only those directly related to this popular movie,
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such as the titles of the six movies of the Star Wars saga, but also resources that are
close to the movie saga even if not directly matching the target, such as some of the
most important characters in the movies.
wdi(twitter1)
[luke skywalker]
0.64
0.64
0.828
0.86
0.7
0.7
0.7
0.5
0.5
0.6 0.788
0.788
0.813
wdi(freebase4)
[star wars episode i 
the phantom menace]
wdi(twitter2)
[princess leila organa]
wdi(freebase5)
[darth vader]wdi(freebase6)
[obi-wan kenobi]
wdi(delicious2)
[star wars episode vi
return of the jedi]
wdi(freebase1)
[star wars episode iv
a new hope]
wdi(freebase3)
[star wars episode ii 
attack of the clones]
Star Wars
Mark Hamill, Luke Skywalker himself, to appear 
at Star Wars Clebration V in Orlando
16 Jul 2010 06:45:08
wdi(freebase2)
[star wars episode iii 
revenge of the sith]wdi(delicious1)
[star wars episode v
the empire strikes back]
Figure 3.1: Example of in-cloud for the entity “Star Wars”
3.1 The proposed semantic clouding approach
In Figure 3.2, we show the semantic clouding approach developed for in-cloud con-
struction. The approach is articulated in three phases: i) modeling of web resources,
ii) classification of web resources, and iii) clouding of web resources.
The first step is to model all the web resources we want to consider in terms of
“web data items”, according to a unified model that we introduce, called WDI (Web
Data Item) model. Then, the classification of web resources aims at grouping together
web resources having a high level of closeness, that is evaluated by exploiting match-
ing techniques. Finally, the clouding of web resources is based on the results of the
classification activity and aims at constructing the appropriate in-cloud organization
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Figure 3.2: The semantic clouding approach
for a given target entity by prominence and closeness levels. The prominence of web
resources for the target entity is calculated by exploiting suitable prominence evalua-
tion techniques.
3.2 Running example
As a reference running example we consider the in-cloud construction for the target en-
tity “Star Wars” (see Figure 3.1) by exploiting web resources coming from del.icio.us4,
Twitter5, Freebase6, and BDpedia7 to stress the cross-webness property. To extract
data from these web sources, we developed focused acquisition tools in the framework
of our clouding prototype. In particular, the running example involves the following
4http://www.delicious.com
5http://twitter.com
6http://www.freebase.com
7http://dbpedia.org
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acquisition tools.
• Acquisition tool for social annotation systems. This tool allows to exploit the
dataset described in [Wetzker et al., 2010] that contains about 142 million of
del.icio.us bookmarks, by also supporting the (optional) submission of keyword-
based queries to enforce a selective resource acquisition.
• Acquisition tool for RSS feed and Twitter. This tool allows to specify a set of
RSS channels to acquire and it supports post extraction from the search service
of Twitter8 through the Twitter API. Selective resource acquisition is also enforced
by specifying conditions based on keywords of interest and range of dates that
posts have to satisfy for being acquired.
• Acquisition tool for ontologies and Linked Data. This tool allows to acquire
instances from OWL files and to extract Linked Data resources from Freebase
and DBpedia repositories. For Linked Data acquisition, two kinds of filtering
operations are enforced. Filtering based on a seed of interest, which acquires all
the Linked Data resources concerning with a specific URI given as input (i.e.,
the seed); and filtering based on keywords, which acquires all the Linked Data
resources that contains at least one of the specified keywords.
3.3 The WDI (Web Data Item) model
To build in-clouds by mixing up both objective and subjective information about a cer-
tain target entity requires the capability to deal with a variety of web resources coming
from the different Webs. As specified, we consider, in our semantic clouding approach,
the tagged resources, the microdata resources, and the Semantic Web resources, ex-
tracted respectively from the Web of Documents, the Social Web, and the Semantic
Web. Thus, we need to introduce a reference data model that is able to represent in a
unified way all such different kinds of web resources, in order to calculate their respec-
tive level of similarity by comparing uniform representations. Since no other reference
data models are currently available for representing in a uniform way different kinds
of web resources, we define, for our semantic clouding purposes, the WDI model. The
WDI model is based on the notion of web data item (wdi) to represent the metadata
8http://search.twitter.com
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featuring the various kinds of web resources. Given a generic web resource wr, we
define its wdi representation as a tuple of the form:
wdi(wr) = 〈T,S,L, prov〉
where
• T(wr) = {(t1, f1), . . . ,(tn, fn)} is the term equipment of wr. T(wr) is defined as a
set of pairs (ti, fi), with i ∈ [1,n], where ti is a term appearing in the specification
of wr, like a concept name, a property name, a URI label or a literal, and fi is
the corresponding frequency (i.e., number of occurrences) of ti in wr.
• S(wr) =
{
(p11, p
n
1,v1, l1), . . . ,(p
1
m, p
n
m,vm, lm)
}
is the structure equipment of wr.
S(wr) summarizes the structure of the resource wr and it is defined as a set of
tuples (p1j , p
n
j ,v j, l j), with j ∈ [1,m], each one describing a property p j of wr.
A tuple of S(wr) allows to represent not only a conventional property with a
name and a corresponding literal value, but also a property that represents a path
of references in the specification of wr. This frequently occurs for example in
RDF/OWL instances where the value of a property can be a reference to another
property and the literal value appears after a path of property references. In
particular, given a path of property references p1j → . . .→ pnj → v j, p1j denotes
the name of the first property in the path, pnj denotes the name of the last property
in the path (which coincides with p1j in the case of conventional properties), v j
denotes the literal value of the last property pnj , and l j denotes the length of
the path from p1j to p
n
j . This wdi representation of properties is motivated by
two considerations. First, for property paths in a RDF/OWL resource with a
length n = 2, a tuple of S(wr) is capable of representing the full path. Second,
for property paths with n≥ 3, the idea to consider only p1 and pn is an effective
trade-off between, on one hand, the need to provide a fixed-length representation
for property paths, and, on the other hand, the need to capture the meaning of
the property in the wdi representation.
• L(wr) = {type1, . . . , typel} is the logics equipment of wr. L(wr) denotes the
knowledge about wr derived through a reasoning process based on a model O,
such as a RDF Schema or an OWL ontology. L(wr) is defined as the set of the
types/classes typek of O, with k ∈ [1, l], for which wr is recognized to be a valid
instance.
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• prov is the provenance of the web resource wr and it is expressed by the URI
from which the resource has been acquired.
3.3.1 Representing web resources through the WDI model
Each web resource, either a tagged resource, a microdata resource, or a Semantic Web
resource, is associated with its wdi representation as follows.
Tagged resources. Given a tagged resource tr, its wdi representation is only char-
acterized by the term equipment T(tr), built on the basis of the annotations of tr, that
is:
wdi(tr) = 〈T; /0; /0;URI〉
A pair (ti,1) is inserted in T(tr) for each annotation ti, with i ∈ [1,n], associated with
the tagged resource tr. Before insertion in T(tr), an annotation is submitted to a
normalization procedure for word-lemma extraction and for compound-term tokeniza-
tion [Sorrentino et al., 2009]. Since neither structure nor logics information about tr
can be derived from the annotations, we have that S(tr) = /0 and L(tr) = /0.
Running example. In Figure 3.3(a), we show an example of tagged resource taken
from the del.icio.us annotation system. The considered tagged resource delicious1 is
the official web site of the Star Wars movie which is annotated in del.icio.us with the
tags “starwars”, “movies”, “entertainment”, “scifi”, and “film”. The corresponding
wdi representation is the following.
wdi(delicious1) = 〈{(entertainment,1),( f ilm,1),(movie,1),(sci f i,1),(starwars,1)} ;
/0; /0; http://www.starwars.com〉
We note that the annotation tag “movies” is normalized into “movie” before insertion
in T(delicious1). We also note that the annotation tag “starwars” is left in this form
since it is not recognized as a compound term by conventional tokenization techniques.
Advanced techniques for compound-term discovery based on lexical analysis can be
exploited for this kind of annotation tags. Such techniques have been developed and
described in [Varese and Castano, 2011], and they will be presented in Chapter 4.
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Figure 3.3: Examples of wdi representation for a) Tagged resource, b) Microdata re-
source, and c) Semantic Web resource
Microdata resources. Given a microdata resource mr, its wdi representation is char-
acterized by a term equipment T(mr) and by a structure equipment S(mr), while
L(mr) = /0, that is:
wdi(mr) = 〈T;S; /0;URI〉
The term equipment T(mr) is built by extracting a set of featuring terms from the tex-
tual content of mr. Conventional text analysis techniques are applied to the content
of mr with the goal of removing stop-words (e.g., articles, conjunctions, prepositions)
and other special characters/symbols that are commonly employed in microblogging
and news publishing systems (e.g., #, @ for Twitter posts). After text analysis, a pair
(ti, fi), with i ∈ [1,n], is inserted in T(mr) for each term ti of the mr content, where
fi is the frequency of ti in the content of mr. Moreover, state of the art techniques for
keyphrase extraction can be suitably employed to populate T(mr) with the most featur-
ing phrases of a web resource (see for example [Chen et al., 2005]). In this case, each
detected keyphrase is inserted in T(mr) as an atomic element and the corresponding
frequency is set to 1. The structure equipment S(mr) is built on the properties in the
description of mr. A microdata resource is characterized by a flat structure of conven-
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tional properties (p j,v j), where p j is a property name and v j is a corresponding literal
value like a string or an integer. For each p j of mr, with j ∈ [1,m], a tuple (p j, p j,v j,1)
is defined in S(mr).
Running example. In Figure 3.3(b), an example of Twitter microdata resource and
its corresponding wdi representation is provided. In this case, the term equipment
T(twitter1) of the wdi representation of the microdata resource twitter1 is derived
from the post content. Moreover, the structure equipment S(twitter1) is composed by
the properties text, username, and created at that characterize a Twitter post. The value
of the text property is the post content, while the value of username and created at are
the identifier of the post author and the creation date of the post, respectively.
Semantic Web resources. Given a Semantic Web resource sr, its wdi representation
is defined as follows:
wdi(sr) = 〈T;S;L;URI〉
where the various equipments are built by considering the specification of sr, namely
the RDF graph Gsr that can be derived from the model O (i.e., RDF(S)/OWL resource)
associated with sr. The term equipment T(sr) is defined as the set of all the terms
appearing in the nodes and edges of the graph Gsr, such as concept names, property
names, URI labels, comments, and literals. A pair (ti, fi), with i ∈ [1,n], is inserted in
T(sr) for each term ti and associated frequency fi in Gsr. Also in this case, procedures
for term normalization, word-lemma extraction, and compound-term tokenization are
executed on ti before insertion in T(sr). The structure equipment S(sr) is built by
adding a new tuple (p1j , p
n
j ,v j, l j) for each path j ∈ [1,m] of property references p1j →
. . .→ pnj → v j with length l j in Gsr between the uri of the resource sr and a literal
value v j. The logics equipment L(sr) is built through a reasoning process based on the
model O. In particular, a type name typek, with k ∈ [1, l], is inserted in L(sr) denoting
the fact that sr is a valid instance of typek in O.
Running example. In Figure 3.3(c), we show an example of the Semantic Web re-
source f reebase1 taken from Freebase describing the movie Star Wars Episode IV
(title “A New Hope”). The RDF graph G f reebase1 of f reebase1 is shown in Figure 3.4.
The term equipment T( f reebase1) is composed by the terms appearing in the prop-
erty names and literals of G f reebase1. Starting from URI01, which denotes the URI of
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Figure 3.4: The RDF graph for the Semantic Web resource f reebase1 (description of
Star Wars Episode IV)
f reebase1, we can build the structure equipment S( f reebase1) by exploiting the vari-
ous paths in G f reebase1. We recognize two paths of length 1 associated with the proper-
ties name and year of URI01, for which the first two elements of S( f reebase1) are in-
serted. The last two elements of S( f reebase1) correspond to the properties starring in
and directed by of URI01, respectively. In these two cases, the path length is set to 2
since the instances URI04 and URI08 need to be traversed to reach a literal value. The
property name and the property filler of URI04 and URI08 are used to populate the
parameters pn and v of these two elements of S( f reebase1), respectively. The logics
equipment L( f reebase1) = {Film, Science Fiction} is determined by exploiting the
types of URI01 in G f reebase1, including also those inherited.
3.3.2 The WDI repository
The web data items (i.e., the wdi representations) denoting the web resources acquired
from the different Webs, are stored in a support repository, called WDI repository.
In such a repository, an inverted indexing structure [Baeza-Yates and Ribeiro-Neto,
1999] is defined to enforce an efficient retrieval of the corresponding web resources
of interest. The index terms composing the inverted structure are derived from the
term equipments T(wr) for each resource description in the WDI repository. The use
of the inverted index structure for the construction of in-clouds will be described in
Chapter 5.
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Chapter 4
Matching techniques for in-cloud
construction
Matching techniques are required in our approach in order to find the web resources
that are referred to the same real-world object or, more in general, that are somehow
similar. To this end, we have studied the state of the art instance matching techniques,
and we have then developed a set of matching techniques specifically thought to com-
pare web resources which are mainly featured by a textual description, such in the
case of tagged resources. Thus, different kinds of matching techniques have been de-
veloped [Castano et al., 2009b,c; Ferrara et al., 2009, 2010; Montanelli et al., 2010;
Varese and Castano, 2011], in order to efficiently analyze and exploit the textual de-
scription of each type of web resource. Moreover, term matching techniques assume a
central role in the effective classification of heterogeneous kinds of web resources. In
fact, as instance matching techniques are specifically thought to compare pairs of on-
tology instances (i.e., Semantic Web resources), term matching techniques can be used
to compare not only pairs of tagged resources or Social Web resources, but also to
compare tagged and Social Web resources, which are mostly characterized by a short
textual description, with structured web resources, such as Semantic Web resources.
In this chapter, we first present a literature survey of instance matching and record
linkage techniques (see Section 4.1). Then, we describe the matching techniques that
we have developed for semantic data clouding (see Section 4.2).
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4.1 Instance matching
The same real-world object can be described multiple times in different knowledge
repositories, possibly using different perspectives and by emphasizing different prop-
erties of interest. In fact, every real-world object (e.g., a person, a place, an event)
can appear on the web within a number of different documents with heterogeneous
representations called instances or individuals. The capability of finding similar object
descriptions assumes particular relevance in the field of Semantic Web, to promote ef-
fective resource sharing on the global scale and to correctly interoperate/reuse individ-
ual knowledge chunks coming from disparate information repositories, disregarding
their specific URIs. Such task is called instance matching, and consists in finding in-
stances (i.e., object descriptions), coming from different sources (e.g., OWL ABoxes,
RDF descriptions), which describe the same real-world object in a different and het-
erogeneous way. Formally, the instance matching problem can be defined as follows.
Given two instances i1 and i2 as input, instance matching is defined as the process
of comparing i1 and i2, in order to produce as output a value v ∈ {0,1}. If v = 0, it
means that i1 and i2 describe different real-world objects. Otherwise (i.e., if v = 1), it
means that i1 and i2 are deferred to the same real-world object.
Approaches and techniques for instance matching are currently employed in a num-
ber of application fields. For example, in the Semantic Web, instance matching is ex-
ploited to address the so-called identity recognition problem. In this field, instance
matching has the goal to support discovery and reuse on the web of a unique identifier
for the set of instance descriptions that is recognized as referring to the same real-
world object. Some contributions in this direction have been focused on defining tech-
niques and approaches for generation and management of identifiers at object-level,
like, for example, the OKKAM project [Bouquet et al., 2006, 2008]. Other approaches
have been proposed for the unification of different URIs associated to the same ob-
ject [Nikolov et al., 2008]. In the field of semantic integration, instance matching
can be used to determine the set of matching concepts to integrate in two considered
knowledge sources. To this end, the similarity between two concepts is evaluated by
measuring the “significance” in the overlap of their respective instance sets, and two
instances are considered as overlapping according to their level of similarity [Wang
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et al., 2006; Isaac et al., 2007]. Moreover, instance matching is currently demanded
in the field of ontology management where it is invoked to support domain experts in
performing ontology changes through advanced, and possibly automated, techniques.
For example, instance matching is used to correctly perform the insertion of new in-
stances in a given ontology (i.e., ontology population) and to discover the possible
similarity mappings between a new incoming instance and the set of instances already
represented in the ontology. Mappings among instances can be exploited to enforce
a query answering mechanism based on instance similarity. More recently, some new
techniques have been proposed to specifically match ontology instances [Isaac et al.,
2007] and to identify similar web resources [Madhavan et al., 2007; Langegger et al.,
2008].
Up to now, techniques for instance matching are mostly borrowed from those de-
veloped for record linkage, which has been widely studied in the databases commu-
nity [Fellegi and Sunter, 1969; Newcombe, 1988; Herna´ndez and Stolfo, 1995; Win-
kler, 1999]. In the database community, record linkage is defined as “the task of
quickly and accurately identifying records corresponding to the same real-world en-
tity from one or more data sources” [Gu et al., 2003]. As this problem is very general,
in the literature, it is known under different names (e.g., data deduplication, duplicate
detection, merge/purge problem), according to the specific requirements that need to
be satisfied and to the goals that need to be pursued [Wang et al., 2006; Zhou and
Hansen, 2006; Yan et al., 2007].
In the following, we will focus on the problem of instance matching by classifying
existing approaches proposed for record linkage and by explaining how they can be/are
being used for instance matching purposes. For a survey of the schema matching ap-
proaches, see [Rahm and Bernstein, 2001] and [Shvaiko and Euzenat, 2005].
Main approaches for record linkage were initially proposed for database applica-
tions, as a solution for deduplication. In particular, given a set of records r1, . . . ,rn as
input (i.e., the tuples belonging to one or more database relations), the deduplication
process consists in firstly detecting different records referring to the same real-world
object (duplicates or matching records), and secondly in removing duplicates through
appropriate record merge/unification operations. For our purpose, we will focus on
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record linkage techniques for duplicate detection, since they can be adapted to work
on instance matching.
As shown in Figure 4.1, these techniques can be classified into two different cat-
egories, corresponding to two different levels of granularity: the value-oriented tech-
niques and record-oriented techniques.
Record Linkage Techniques
Value-Oriented Techniques Record-Oriented Techniques
Learning-Based
Similarity-Based Rule-Based
Context-Based
Figure 4.1: A basic classification of existing record linkage techniques
For record linkage, a record ri is represented as a vector ri = [v1, . . . ,vm], where m
is the number of its featuring attributes and v j is the value of the j-th attribute. Given
a pair of records r1 and r2, the goal of value-oriented techniques is to determine the
similarity sim(vh,vk) of values vh and vk, where vh ∈ r1 and vk ∈ r2, for each pair of
corresponding attributes of r1 and r2. Record-oriented techniques aim at computing
the overall similarity sim(r1,r2) of r1 and r2, in order to determine whether r1 and r2
refer to the same real-world entity.
Value-oriented techniques. These techniques work at the value granularity under
the assumption that the similarity level of two records r1 and r2 can be derived by
matching the values of their comparable attributes. For each specific datatype at-
tribute, appropriate matching techniques are provided to calculate the similarity of
attribute values. As an example, approaches for matching numerical values use con-
version functions to determine how to transform values of a source datatype (e.g., real
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values) into corresponding values of a target datatype (e.g., integer values). How-
ever, most of the work on value-oriented matching has been focused on computing
similarity of string attributes due to the fact that string data are the most frequently
used datatype in database and knowledge repositories for real-world entity descrip-
tions. Different techniques have been developed in order to manage specific kinds of
errors/differences within string values. Character-based techniques, like the Edit Dis-
tance, the Smith-Waterman Distance, and the Jaro Distance, are specifically suited for
comparing string values and recognize typographical errors (e.g., “Coputer Science”,
“Computer Sceince”). They basically compute the number of common characters of
two strings. Token-based techniques, like the Cosine Similarity, TF-IDF, and the Q-
Gram distance, are able to manage the use of different conventions for describing data
(e.g., “John Smith”, “Smith, John”). In this case, the similarity of two strings is calcu-
lated by analyzing their common patterns (tokens). Finally, phonetic-based techniques,
like Soundex, NYSIIS, and Metaphone, try to measure the phonetic similarity of dif-
ferent strings, even if their textual representation is very different (e.g., “Kageonne”,
“Cajun”). These techniques analyze the position of consonants and vowels.
Such techniques are currently used by all the instance matching tools to perform
string matching operations.
Record-oriented techniques. When the similarity value sim(vh,vk) of each pair of
corresponding attribute values of two considered records r1 and r2 has been calculated,
it is possible to decide if, given a threshold, r1 and r2 can be classified as matching or
non-matching records. The set of similarity values of single pairs of attribute values is
then given as input to a decision engine, whose aim is to classify r1 and r2 as matching
or non-matching records, by analyzing them as a whole. The decision engine works
under the rules of a certain methodology, which in turn uses different techniques to
compare and classify records. Such techniques can be classified in four categories: the
learning-based techniques, the similarity-based techniques, the rule-based techniques,
and the context-based techniques.
Learning-based techniques make use of a classifier in order to understand if two
records refer to the same real-word entity or not. Thus, the classifier takes as input a
set of instance pairs, together with the expected classification (i.e., matching or non-
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matching records). If the training set is adequate, the system will then be able to
correctly classify new input data. The main concern using these techniques is the need
to find a good training data set. In fact, the training input has to cover all the possible
situations but, at the same time, it has to be general enough to make the system able to
discover the correct classification functions. This is a non-trivial task and it usually re-
quires a manual selection. An example of tool using learning-based techniques is pre-
sented in [Singla and Domingos, 2004]. An example of supervised learning technique
is used by ALIAS [Sarawagi and Bhamidipaty, 2002], which automatically classify
record pairs that clearly refer to the same real-world entity as well as record pairs that
clearly denote different real-world entities, and automatically selects ambiguous record
pairs, which instead have to be classified by humans. Examples of approaches using
unsupervised learning techniques (i.e., techniques which do not require the human in-
tervention) are presented in [Verykios et al., 2000] and in [Christen, 2007, 2008a]. An
alternative idea is to put already-classified data together with non-classified data, in
order to reduce the amount of training information needed, still having good quality
results. These methods are called semi-supervised learning techniques. An example of
them is presented in [Pasula et al., 2002].
Learning-based techniques are being recently proposed also in the field of instance
matching. For example, in [Wang et al., 2006], the authors propose to determine the
set of matching instances stored in two considered ontologies by combining the re-
sults of different string matching functions (e.g., edit distance, cosine similarity) with
a machine learning approach based on a SVM (Support Vector Machine) classifier.
Different string matching functions are separately exploited to compare the values of
the instance properties and to calculate their own set of mappings denoting the pairs of
matching instances. The SVM classifier is then invoked to determine the final set of
matching instances by considering the various sets of (potentially different) mappings
computed by the string matching functions. A set of matching instances calculated on
a reference domain ontology is used as training set for the SVM classifier.
Similarity-based techniques consider the input records as long attribute values. In
this case, it is possible to use the same methods used to compare attribute values, such
as string matching functions. Another approach to measure the similarity degree be-
tween two records is to calculate the average similarity of each pair of their attribute
values [Dey et al., 1998]. If some information about the relative importance of each
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attribute is available, the similarity of a record pair can be measured by calculating the
weighted average of the similarity of each single pair of attribute values. The weight of
each attribute can be manually specified by a domain expert [Dey et al., 2002] or it can
be automatically determined through statistical analysis [Guha et al., 2004]. Finally,
a further refinement of the instance matching process is to take into account the fre-
quency each value occurs [Winkler, 2000]. In particular, a pair of matching attribute
values will receive a high weight if these values occur with a low frequency within
the domain, while they will receive a low weight otherwise. The idea is that records
sharing a rare attribute value are more likely to refer to the same real-world entity. The
main drawback of similarity-based techniques is the identification of a right threshold,
in a way that distinguishing matching from non-matching records is reasonable. For
example, the problem is to decide if two records having a similarity measure of 0.5
have to be considered as matching or not.
Rule-based techniques can be considered as a special case of similarity-based tech-
niques. In fact, like similarity-based techniques, they assign a similarity value to
each record pair but, differently from similarity-based techniques, they just produce
a boolean output, namely 1 if the input records refer to the same real-world entity, and
0 otherwise. The idea behind these techniques is that, even if a key attribute is not
available, it is still possible to identify a set of attributes that collectively are able to
univocally distinguish each record [Wang and Madnick, 1989]. This attribute set is
usually determined by domain experts [Herna´ndez and Stolfo, 1998] and it can thus
be exploited to identify heuristic rules which can help to find records referring to the
same real-world entity. For example, if two records denoting persons share the same
value on attributes surname and address, there is a very high probability that the con-
sidered records refer to the same person. Rule-based techniques produce very precise
matching results, but they have the drawback that they are domain-dependent and that
it can be difficult to find good heuristic rules for the considered domain.
Context-based techniques are generally based on the idea of performing record
matching by considering not only their attribute values, but also their relationships with
other records. In other words, records connected with the input records are considered
to constitute their context. Thus, given two records, their similarity is computed by
considering also the similarity value of each pair of records in their context. An exam-
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ple of these techniques is presented in [Singla and Domingos, 2004]. Unlike classical
methods based on the independent comparison of record pairs, this work proposes to
analyze the records from one or more sources all together, by considering their shared
attribute values. In particular, the process of finding duplicates is represented as an
undirected graph where records sharing the same attribute values are linked together.
Another example is presented in [Bhattacharya and Getoor, 2004]. In this work, the
records to analyze are first clustered, and then, all the records within the same clus-
ter are matched, in order to find duplicates. The deduplication process is iterative
because matching records are linked together and, as new duplicates are discovered,
the distance between clusters is updated, potentially leading to the discovery of new
duplicates.
4.2 Matching techniques for closeness evaluation
Taking into consideration the presented instance matching techniques, we have devel-
oped a set of matching techniques for evaluating the level of closeness (i.e., similarity)
between the web data items stored in the WDI repository. For data clouding, the choice
of the matching techniques to use has to comply with the nature and the different com-
plexity that can characterize the different web resources, and consequently, their corre-
sponding wdi representations. For example, when matching is invoked for comparing
tagged resources, we need to consider that the closeness evaluation can be only based
on term equipments. Structure and logics equipments can be additionally exploited
when matching the web data items of microdata and Semantic Web resources, respec-
tively. Moreover, the techniques for matching web data items have to cope with the fact
that the closeness evaluation can involve heterogeneous web data items. Such different
situations are summarized in Table 4.1.
Tagged resources Microdata resources Semantic Web resources
Tagged resources T T T
Microdata resources T T, S T, S
Semantic Web resources T T, S T, S, L
Table 4.1: Matching of the web data items
For example, if we match a tagged resource wri against a microdata resource wr j,
matching can be executed between a web data item (i.e., wdi(wri)) characterized only
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by the term equipment and a web data item (i.e., wdi(wr j)) with both term and struc-
ture equipments, respectively. We note that the term equipment is the only equipment
always defined in the wdi representation of all the web resources. Moreover, for a
tagged or a microdata resource, the term equipment captures most of the informative
content of the whole web resource. For this reason, term matching techniques play a
crucial role for closeness evaluation, and thus, in developing our matching techniques,
we specifically focused on providing flexible similarity functions which are able to
consider the different kinds of similarity (i.e., syntactic, semantic, terminological, and
linguistic) holding between terms. Furthermore, term matching techniques are also
exploited by more articulated matching techniques to evaluate the structural similar-
ity between web resources. Then, the term and the structural similarity coefficient of
a given pair of web data items are combined, in order to compute their comprehen-
sive closeness coefficient value, that is used in the hierarchical clustering procedure of
Figure 5.1.
4.2.1 Term similarity
The term similarity coefficient tsim(wdi(wri),wdi(wr j))∈ [0,1] of two web data items
wdi(wri) and wdi(wr j) is proportional to the number of matching terms in their corre-
sponding term equipments T(wri) and T(wr j), as follows:
tsim(wdi(wri),wdi(wr j)) =
2 · |tx ∼ ty|
|T(wri)|+ |T(wr j)|
We use tx ∼ ty to denote that the terms tx ∈ T(wri) and ty ∈ T(wr j) are matching terms.
To detect whether tx ∼ ty, we rely on the similarity function sim(tx, ty). In particular,
we have that tx ∼ ty ⇐⇒ sim(tx, ty) ≥ t, where t ∈ (0,1] is a matching threshold de-
noting the minimum level of term similarity required to consider two terms as match-
ing terms. The sim(tx, ty) value is calculated as follows: where wsyn, wsem, wter, and
sim(tx, ty) = wsyn · simsyntactic(tx, ty) +
wsem · simsemantic(tx, ty) +
wter · simterminological(tx, ty) +
wlin · simlinguistic(tx, ty)
wlin are weights assigned to the syntactic similarity simsyntactic, the semantic similarity
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simsemantic, the terminological similarity simterminological , and the linguistic similarity
simlinguistic, respectively, with wsyn +wsem +wter +wlin = 1. The weight associated
with each kind of similarity can be set by the user according to the specific need.
In particular, the different kinds of similarity can be analyzed in an independent or
combined way. If the user decides to consider only one kind of similarity, the weight
associated with the corresponding similarity function is set to 1, and remaining weights
to zero. If the user decides to combine n ∈ {1,2,3,4} different kinds of similarity, the
weight associated with each corresponding similarity function is set to 1/n, and re-
maining weights to zero.
The different similarity functions, namely the syntactic similarity, the semantic
similarity, the terminological similarity, and the linguistic similarity, are described in
the following. These functions have been conceived to fully exploit information pro-
vided by terms included in the term equipments for a flexible similarity evaluation
based on different term characteristics. In particular, the syntactic similarity is calcu-
lated by using conventional string matching functions, and it is mainly suited to recog-
nize syntactic variations of the same term, including for instance typographical errors,
or similar terms belonging to different grammar categories. The semantic similarity
determines the level of matching on the basis of the co-occurrence between terms.
The terminological similarity analyzes and exploits the WordNet relations between
terms. Finally, the linguistic similarity takes into account knowledge about compound
words/abbreviations and their related terms.
Term matching techniques have been evaluated and applied to two real datasets
(i.e., the PINTS Experiments Data Sets1 [Go¨rlitz et al., 2008]), containing tags crawled
during 2006 and 2007 from two different tagging systems, namely del.icio.us2 and
Flickr3. Both such datasets consist in a collection of tag assignments. In particular,
the del.icio.us dataset contains 634736 tags, 213428 resources, and 6234 users, while
the Flickr dataset contains 1389350 tags, 380001 resources, and 16235 users. A more
detailed description and evaluation of these term matching techniques are presented
1http://www.uni-koblenz-landau.de/koblenz/fb4/AGStaab/Research/DataSets/
PINTSExperimentsDataSets/index_html
2http://del.icio.us
3http://www.flickr.com
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in [Varese and Castano, 2011].
Syntactic similarity function. The syntactic similarity function analyzes the syntac-
tic similarity of a pair of terms (tx, ty). To calculate such similarity, we used the open
source SimMetrics library4, which provides the most popular string matching func-
tions, such as the Levenshtein Distance, the Cosine Similarity, the Jaccard Similarity,
the Jaro Distance, the Q-Gram Distance [Navarro, 2001]. Formally, the syntactic sim-
ilarity function is defined as follows.
simsyntactic(tx, ty) = getSimilarity(tx, ty)
Where getSimilarity is the specific string matching function used for calculating the
syntactic similarity of the pair of tags (tx, ty). For the evaluation, we used as default the
Levenshtein Distance [Levenshtein, 1966], which has been selected because it works
well in most situations occurring in the analyzed datasets. The Levenshtein Distance
of a given pair of strings (si,s j) is calculated as the minimum number of edits (i.e.,
insertions, deletions, substitutions of single characters) needed to transform si into s j.
In the getSimilarity function, the Levenshtein Distance of a given pair of tags (tx, ty) is
normalized with the length of the longer tag among tx and ty, as follows.
getSimilarity(tx, ty) = 1− LevenshteinDistance(tx, ty)max{length(tx), length(ty)}
Where LevenshteinDistance is the function which calculates the Levenshtein Distance
of the pair of tags (tx, ty), and length(tx) and length(ty) are the functions which calcu-
late the length of tx and ty, respectively.
Example. The results of matching the term “technology” against the del.icio.us and
Flickr datasets using the syntactic similarity function are shown in Figure 4.2. Using
this kind of similarity, the resulting matching terms are syntactically similar to the
target keyword. Thus, terms containing typographical errors (e.g., “technoloogy”,
“technologie”), or which are non-English words (e.g., “teknologi”) are also returned
as matching. These results can also be useful in that they are related to the term “tech-
nology” as well. However, some of the results can be misleading (e.g., “ethnology”),
as they have nothing to do with “technology”, even if they are syntactically similar
4http://www.dcs.shef.ac.uk/~sam/simmetrics.html
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Keyword Top-10 matching terms Similarity value
technology technoloogy 0.91
technology technologie 0.82
technology ethnology 0.81
technology biotechnology 0.78
technology webtechnology 0.78
technology technologies 0.75
technology terminology 0.73
technology nanotechnology 0.71
technology teknologi 0.69
technology tech-blog 0.69
Figure 4.2: Syntactic similarity results
to it. This kind of situation can be avoided by applying more sophisticated similarity
functions that exploit semantic knowledge to better discriminate.
Semantic similarity function. The semantic similarity function analyzes the seman-
tic similarity of a pair of terms (tx, ty) considering their co-occurrence in the same term
equipment as well as their frequency. The idea is that the more frequently two terms
tx and ty co-occur, the more they are likely to be similar. In particular, the semantic
similarity of two terms is directly proportional to the number of different term equip-
ment both of them are included in. In fact, the more such number is high, the more
the semantic relation between tx and ty can be considered to be valid in general, and
not only dependent from the specific content of the web resource described by the web
data item at hand. Moreover, the semantic similarity function also takes into account
information coming from the frequency (i.e., the IDF value) of tx and ty within the
WDI repository. The rationale is that we want to avoid to give too high importance
to co-occurring terms which are very frequent. In particular, the semantic similarity
of two terms tx and ty is inversely proportional to their frequency, and thus directly
proportional to their respective IDF values. In fact, the more tx and ty rarely appear in
the term collection, the more likely their co-occurrence denotes a semantic similarity
between them.
In order to combine the information coming from term co-occurrence and fre-
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quency, the semantic similarity function is defined as follows.
simsemantic(tx, ty) = simco−occurrence(tx, ty) ·
[(
id f (tx)
MAX IDF
+
id f (ty)
MAX IDF
)
/2
]
Where the simco−occurrence function evaluates the similarity deriving from the co-occurrence
of tx and ty, id f (tx) and id f (ty) are the functions which evaluate the IDF value of tx
and ty, respectively, and MAXIDF is the IDF value of the term having the smallest
frequency within the WDI repository.
The simco−occurrence function is defined as follows.
simco−occurrence(tx, ty) =
2 · f (tx, ty)
f (tx)+ f (ty)
Where f (tx, ty) is the number of the term equipments including both tx and ty, f (tx) is
the number of the term equipments including tx, and T (ty) is the number of the term
equipments including ty. For each pair of terms (th, tk), simco−occurrence(tx, ty) normal-
izes the total number of co-occurrences of tx and ty against the total frequency of tx and
ty independently.
The id f function is defined as follows.
id f (tx) =− log f (tx)F
Where f (tx) is the number of the term equipments including tx and F is the frequency
of the most recurring term in the WDI repository.
Example. The results of matching the term “technology” against the del.icio.us and
Flickr datasets using the semantic similarity function are shown in Figure 4.3. With
this kind of similarity, matching terms are more semantically related to “technology”
than those returned by syntactic similarity, even if their similarity value with it is quite
low. This is due to the fact that all matching terms are very frequent, and thus both the
simco−occurrence and the id f functions produce a rather low value.
Terminological similarity function. The terminological similarity function analyzes
the terminological similarity of a pair of terms (tx, ty) by exploiting the WordNet rela-
tions (i.e., SY N, BT , NT , RT , IS) defined between them. The idea is to assess the
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Keyword Top-10 matching terms Similarity value
technology web 0.09
technology computer 0.08
technology geek 0.07
technology internet 0.06
technology software 0.05
technology tech 0.05
technology programming 0.04
technology it 0.04
technology news 0.04
technology hardware 0.04
Figure 4.3: Semantic similarity results
similarity of two terms tx and ty on the basis of the kind of the terminological rela-
tions defined between tx and ty. To this end, a weight w is defined for each kind of
terminological relation to assess its strength in determining the level of similarity, with
wSY N ≥wBT ≥wNT ≥wIS≥wRT . Specific weights defined for terminological relations
are:
• wSY N = 1.0
• wBT = wNT = wIS = 0.8
• wRT = 0.6
Weights for terminological relationships have been borrowed from our HMatch 2.0
matching system [Castano et al., 2006] where they have been defined after extensive
experimentation. We performed experimentations using them also on several term
matching cases and we have seen that they work well also for term matching.
Formally, the terminological similarity function is defined as follows.
simterminological (tx, ty) = MAX {wT R}
Where T R ∈ {SY N,BT,NT,RT, IS} is a terminological relation.
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Example. The results of matching the term “technology” against the del.icio.us and
Flickr datasets using the terminological similarity function are shown in Figure 4.4.
Using this kind of similarity in the similarity computation process provides as a re-
Keyword Top-10 matching terms Similarity value
technology technologies 1.0
technology engineering 1.0
technology application 0.8
technology applications 0.8
technology nanotechnology 0.8
technology computer+science 0.8
technology computerscience 0.8
technology biotechnology 0.8
technology it 0.8
technology hightech 0.8
Figure 4.4: Terminological similarity results
sult matching terms which are terminologically related with the target. In particu-
lar, the first result (i.e., “technologies”) has the same lemma of “technology”, and
thus it belongs to the same equivalence cluster. The second result (i.e., “engineer-
ing”) is a synonym of “technology”. All remaining matching terms are either hy-
pernyms (e.g., “application” , “applications”) or hyponyms (e.g., “nanotechnology”,
“computer+science”, “computerscience”, “biotechnology”, “it”, “hightech”) of “tech-
nology”. The term “computer+science” is a compound word which is recognized in
WordNet after the pre-processing step, replacing the special character “+” with a space.
The other compound words (e.g., “nanotechnology”, “computerscience”, “biotechnol-
ogy”, “hightech”) are recognized in WordNet after their tokenization in the respective
components.
Linguistic similarity function. The linguistic similarity function determines the lin-
guistic similarity of a pair of terms (tx, ty) by analyzing the linguistic relations between
tx and ty. The idea is to consider tx and ty similar if tx is an abbreviation or a substring
of ty or, vice versa, tx is an extension or a compound form of ty. Formally, the linguistic
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similarity function is defined as follows.
simlinguistic(tx, ty)=
{
0.8 i f tx is an abbreviation o f ty or ty is an abbreviation o f tx
0.6 i f tx is a substring o f ty or ty is a substring o f tx
The linguistic similarity function checks if tx is an abbreviation of ty, or vice versa, and
if tx is a substring of ty, or vice versa, and returns a corresponding similarity value. If
no linguistic relations exist between tx and ty, their linguistic similarity is set to zero.
Otherwise, a constant value is returned depending on the kind of linguistic relation
holding between tx and ty. In order to automatically find if a term is an abbreviation of
another term, we rely on the on-line abbreviations dictionary Abbreviations.com5. We
set the similarity value for the abbreviation relation higher than that of the substring
relation to reflect a higher probability for tx and ty to be related terms in the former
case. In fact, the substring relation can sometimes be misleading, as short terms can
be included in many other terms, even if no real semantic connection exists between
them.
Example. The results of matching the term “technology” against the del.icio.us and
Flickr datasets using the linguistic similarity function are shown in Figure 4.5. The
Keyword Top-10 matching terms Similarity value
technology tech 0.8
technology tec 0.8
technology it 0.8
technology informationtechnology 0.6
technology music technology 0.6
technology nanotechnology 0.6
technology computer-technology 0.6
technology computersandtechnology 0.6
technology science and technology 0.6
technology emerging-technology 0.6
Figure 4.5: Linguistic similarity results
application of this kind of similarity in the similarity computation process provides a
set of matching terms which are compound or abbreviated forms of the keyword.
5http://www.abbreviations.com
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4.2.2 Structural similarity
The structural similarity coefficient ssim(wdi(wri),wdi(wr j)) ∈ [0,1] of two web data
items wdi(wri) and wdi(wri) is proportional to the number of fully matching properties
in their corresponding structure equipments S(wri) and S(wr j), as follows:
ssim(wdi(wri),wdi(wr j)) =
|FMP|
|MP|
whereMP and FMP are the sets of matching properties and fully matching properties
between the elements of the structure equipments S(wri) and S(wr j), respectively. The
set of matching properties MP is defined as
MP=
{
(ph, pk) | ph[p1]∼ pk[p1]∧ ph[pn]∼ pk[pn]∧ ph[l] = pk[l]
}
The set MP contains the pairs 〈ph, pk〉 of properties ph ∈ Si and pk ∈ S j that have
similar property names (i.e., ph[p1]∼ pk[p1]∧ ph[pn]∼ pk[pn]) and the same property
path length (i.e., ph[l] = pk[l]). This choice is motivated by the fact that the same or
very similar property names are frequently adopted by popular metadata formats, like
the DC metadata initiative6, the microformats7, and the FOAF vocabulary8. The set of
fully matching properties FMP is defined as
FMP= {(ph, pk) | 〈ph, pk〉 ∈MP∧ ph[v]∼ pk[v]}
The set FMP contains the pairs of matching properties 〈ph, pk〉 ∈MP that have a sim-
ilar property value (i.e., ph[v] ∼ pk[v]). To detect whether ph[p1] ∼ pk[p1], ph[pn] ∼
pk[pn], and ph[v] ∼ pk[v], we rely on the similarity function sim described in Sec-
tion 4.2.1 used in combination with a threshold-based mechanism.
4.2.3 Closeness coefficient evaluation
The closeness coefficient CC(wdi(wri),wdi(wr j)) of two resources wri and wr j is com-
puted as the linear combination of the term and structural similarity coefficients of their
corresponding wdi representations as follows:
CC(wdii,wdi j) = wtsim · tsim(wdii,wdi j)+(1−wtsim) · ssim(wdii,wdi j)
6http://dublincore.org
7http://microformats.org
8http://xmlns.com/foaf/spec
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where the weight wtsim ∈ (0,1] denotes the impact of the term similarity in the eval-
uation of the overall closeness level. We note that also the logics equipment can
be exploited to support the computation of the closeness coefficient when two Se-
mantic Web resources wri and wr j are involved. In this case, the types and class
names contained in L(wri) and L(wr j) can be used to execute a pre-matching phase.
If wdi(wri) and wdi(wr j) are instances of at least one common type/class, namely
L(wri)∩L(wr j) 6= /0, we consider these items as comparable and we continue with the
computation of CC(wdi(wri),wdi(wr j)) according to the above techniques, otherwise
the matching execution is stopped and CC(wdii,wdi j) is set to 0. Moreover, we stress
that the value of wtsim can change from one matching execution to another with the
aim to enforce a flexible configuration of the closeness computation and to tailor the
calculation of the CC(wdi(wri),wdi(wr j)) coefficient according to the specific kind of
web data items to match. A default value of wtsim is automatically set in the closeness
computation according to the different, possible matching cases that can occur (see
Table 4.2).
Tagged resource Microdata resource Semantic Web resource
Tagged resource wtsim = 1.0 wtsim = 1.0 wtsim = 1.0
Microdata resource wtsim = 1.0 0.6≤ wtsim ≤ 0.9 0.4≤ wtsim ≤ 0.6
Semantic Web resource wtsim = 1.0 0.4≤ wtsim ≤ 0.6 0 < wtsim ≤ 0.5
Table 4.2: The default weight wtsim for different kinds of web data items to match
When a tagged resource is involved in the matching case, the default wtsim value
is set to 1.0. This is due to the fact that the wdi representation of tagged resources
are only characterized by term equipments and the closeness evaluation can be exclu-
sively based on the linguistic similarity. When two microdata resources are matched,
we observe that the corresponding wdi representation are characterized by rich term
equipments built upon the textual content of the resource. At the same time, we note
that the structure equipment is usually not very meaningful due to the fact that the prop-
erties of microdata are limited in number and rarely concern the resource topic. For
this reason, the wtsim weight is kept quite high in the range 0.6≤ wtsim ≤ 0.9 to assign
a high impact to linguistic similarity with respect to structural similarity in the overall
closeness evaluation. A value 0.4≤ wtsim ≤ 0.6 is adopted when a microdata resource
is matched against a Semantic Web resource. This choice allows to obtain satisfactory
closeness values when wdi(wri) and wdi(wr j) are similar from the linguistic point of
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view, apart from their structural similarity ssim. Moreover, this weight ensures a higher
closeness value when wdi(wri) and wdi(wr j) present a similar structure in addition to a
high linguistic similarity. Term and structure equipments can be considered as equally
meaningful when two Semantic Web resources are matched. In some cases, due to the
fact that the specification of a Semantic Web resource is usually composed of a num-
ber of different properties, the structure equipment can be considered more relevant for
matching than the term equipment itself. For this reason, a weight 0 < wtsim ≤ 0.5 is
suggested for these matching cases.
Running example. We consider the Semantic Web resource f reebase1 shown in
Figure 3.3(c) describing the movie Star Wars Episode IV - A New Hope and the fol-
lowing f reebase4 describing Star Wars Episode I - The Phantom Menace:
T = {(1999,1),(episode,1),(directed,1),( f iction,1),( f ilm,1),( f ord,1),(george,1),
(harrison,1),(i,1),(lucas,1),(menace,1),(name,3),(phantom,1),(science,1),
(star,1),(starring,1),(the,1),(year,1),(wars,1)}
S=
p1 pn v l
name name Star Wars... 1
year year 1999 1
directed by name George Lucas 2
starring in name Harrison Ford 2
L= {Film, Science Fiction}
prov = http://www.freebase.com/view/en/star_wars_episode_i_the_phantom_menace
We choose to show a matching example of two Semantic Web resources since
this kind of resource is suitable to present both the term and the structural matching
techniques we employ in the computation of the closeness coefficient. The term equip-
ments T( f reebase1) and T( f reebase4) differs in the terms appearing in the title of
the two movies and in the year of their commercial distribution. The term similarity
coefficient tsim(wdi( f reebase1),wdi( f reebase4)) is calculated as follows:
tsim(wdi( f reebase1),wdi( f reebase4)) =
2 · |tx ∼ ty|
|T( f reebase1)|+ |T( f reebase4)| = 0.7
The structure equipments S( f reebase1) and S( f reebase4) differs in the value of the
first two properties, thus wdi( f reebase1) and wdi( f reebase4) have four matching
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properties (i.e., name, year, directed by, starring in) and two fully matching prop-
erties (i.e., directed by, starring in). The structural similarity coefficient is then the
following:
ssim(wdi( f reebase1),wdi( f reebase4)) = 0.5
By setting wtsim = 0.5, the closeness coefficient CC(wdi( f reebase1),wdi( f reebase4))
is equal to 0.6.
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Construction of in-clouds
An in-cloud is a collection of web data items relevant to a specific target entity. Its
aim is to organize the answers to a query in a structure showing the prominence of
each retrieved web resource with respect to the target entity and the level of closeness
between each pair of retrieved web resources. The in-cloud construction is performed
in two steps: the classification of the web resources, described in Section 5.1 and the
clouding of web resources, described in Section 5.2.
5.1 Classification of web resources
Our semantic clouding approach is based on the capability of grouping the retrieved
web resources on the basis of their closeness. The closeness between two web data
items i and j captures the level of similarity/semantic relation holding between them
and it is represented by a closeness coefficient CC(wdi(wri),wdi(wr j)) ∈ [0,1], cal-
culated by considering their respective wdi representations wdi(wri) and wdi(wr j).
Through the matching techniques described in Section 4.2, the closeness coefficient
CC(wdi(wri),wdi(wr j)) is calculated for any possible pair of web data items stored in
the WDI repository. These coefficients are kept in a closeness matrix M of dimension
k, where k is the number of web data items in the WDI repository.
5.1.1 Clustering procedure
Starting from the closeness matrix M, a hierarchical clustering technique of agglom-
erative type is employed [Castano et al., 2001]. Agglomerative refers to the property
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of the technique to proceed by a series of successive merging of web data items into
groups. Hierarchical refers to the property of the technique to classify linked data items
into groups at different levels of closeness to form a tree. This choice is motivated by
the fact that the agglomerative hierarchical clustering follows a bottom-up approach
and thus the cluster computation can be stopped once clusters of the desired level of
closeness are defined. This is suitable for semantic clouding, where we are interested
in finding candidate clusters of prominent web data items where a minimum level of
closeness is required (see Section 5.2).
The hierarchical clustering procedure HC(M) is shown in Figure 5.1.
Procedure HC
Input: closeness matrix M
Output: a closeness tree CT
Let k be the number of web data items in M
for i := 1 to k do
M[i, i] := 1
for j := 1 to k do
M[ j, i] := M[i, j] :=CC(wdi(wri),wdi(wr j))
end for
end for
for all wdi(wri) ∈M do
Put wdi(wri) into a cluster Cli
end for
while k > 1 do
Select Cli, Cl j |M[i, j] = maxs,t(M[s, t])
Cli =Cli∪Cl j
for l := 1 to k do
if l 6= j then
M[i, l] := M[l, i] := min(M[l, i],M[l, j])
end if
Update M by deleting row and column corresponding to Cl j
end for
k := k−1
end while
Figure 5.1: The hierarchical clustering procedure HC
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Given a closeness matrix M of dimension k, the hierarchical clustering procedure
HC(M) first creates a cluster Cli for each web data item wdi(wri) that appears in M.
Then, the two clusters Cli and Cl j having the highest closeness coefficient in M are
selected and their corresponding clusters Cli and Cl j are merged. The merge opera-
tion is performed by taking the union of the two selected clusters Cli and Cl j, that is
Cli = Cli ∪Cl j. The row and the column of the newly defined cluster Cli is updated
in M by determining the closeness coefficient values between Cli and each remaining
cluster Cll in M. To calculate the closeness coefficient value between two clusters Cli
and Cll , with Cll 6=Cl j, it is possible to rely on three different strategies, namely the
complete-link strategy, single-link strategy, and the average-link strategy. Using the
complete-link strategy [Manning et al., 2008], the closeness coefficient value between
Cli and Cll (i.e., M[i, l] = M[l, i] in the closeness matrix M) is calculated as the mini-
mum closeness coefficient holding between Cli and Cll (i.e., M[i, l] = M[l, i]) and be-
tween Cl j and Cll (i.e., M[ j, l] =M[l, j]), that is M[i, l] =M[l, i] =min{M[l, i],M[l, j]}.
With the single-link strategy, the closeness coefficient value between Cli and Cll is cal-
culated as the maximum closeness coefficient holding between Cli and Cll and between
Cl j and Cll , that is M[i, l] = M[l, i] = max{M[l, i],M[l, j]}. Finally, the average-link
strategy calculates the closeness coefficient value between Cli and Cll as the average
closeness coefficient holding between Cli and Cll and between Cl j and Cll , that is
M[i, l] = M[l, i] = M[l,i]+M[l, j]2 . The complete-link strategy produces a higher number
of smaller clusters than the single and the average-link strategies, but these clusters are
more cohesive since a minimum level of closeness is ensured to any pair of web data
items in a given cluster Cli. After the computation of the closeness coefficient holding
between the new cluster and all the others, the row and the column of the cluster Cl j is
deleted from the matrix M. The clustering procedure terminates when the dimension
of M is 1. The result of the clustering procedure is a closeness tree CT where each
leave corresponds to a web data item, while intermediate nodes represent virtual ele-
ments, (i.e., cluster “centroids” [Salton, 1989]) which are represented by a closeness
coefficient value in the tree. Several clusters can be identified in CT , depending on
the value of the closeness coefficient. In the following, a cluster Cli with an associated
closeness coefficient value CC in the closeness tree is denoted ClCCi .
Running example. In Figure 5.2, we show an example of closeness tree resulting
from the execution of the hierarchical clustering procedure HC(M) (relying on the
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complete-link strategy) on the web data items of Figure 3.1.
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Figure 5.2: Example of a portion of closeness tree and clusters of web data items
In Figure 5.2, an example of possible clusters is also highlighted. For instance, the
cluster Cl0.62 is characterized by a closeness coefficient value of 0.6.
5.2 Clouding of web resources
An in-cloud is built out of the closeness tree CT by properly arranging the web data
items prominent for a considered target entity e. Formally, an in-cloud ICe is defined
as follows.
Definition: in-cloud. An in-cloud is an undirected weighted graph ICe = (N,E) as-
sociated with a target entity e, where N is the set of nodes of ICe, and E is the set of
edges of ICe. In particular, a node ni ∈ N represents a web data item wdi(wri). An
edge (eh,ek) ∈ E between two nodes nh and nk is labeled with the level of closeness
holding between the corresponding web data items wdi(wrh) and wdi(wrk). ICe is
equipped with a labeling function ρ : N→ (0,1], that associates each node ni ∈ N with
a value ρ(ni) in the range (0,1], and a labeling function σ : E→ (0,1], that associates
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each edge (eh,ek) ∈ E with a value σ(eh,ek) in the range (0,1]. A value ρ(ni) denotes
the level of prominence of the corresponding web data item wdi(wri) in ICe. A high
value of ρ(ni) denotes a high prominence of the web resource represented by the web
data item wdi(wri) in the in-cloud. A value σ(eh,ek) denotes the level of closeness
between the web data items wdi(wrh) and wdi(wrk) in ICe. In particular, σ(eh,ek) is
equal to the closeness value CC(wdi(wrh),wdi(wrk)) of the cluster ClCC containing
both wdi(wrh) and wdi(wrk) in the closeness tree CT .
Given the target entity e, the construction of the in-cloud ICe is articulated in three
steps as shown in Figure 5.3.
inverted
index
t
t
t
t WDIee t
e
Target 
Entity
Selection of the ground set Selection of 
candidate clusters
in-cloud graph construction
Closeness 
Threshold
Figure 5.3: in-cloud construction workflow
1. Selection of the ground set. In this step, the web data items composing the ground
set WDIe of e are extracted from the WDI repository. To this end, the specification of
the target entity e is tokenized if necessary into a set K of keywords and each keyword
ki ∈ K is searched in the inverted index of the WDI repository. If an index term iti
is retrieved such that iti = ki, all the web data items associated with iti in the inverted
index are added to WDIe.
2. Selection of candidate clusters. Candidate clusters to be used for the in-cloud
graph construction are selected from the closeness tree CT (see Section 5.1). Candi-
date clusters to build an in-cloud ICe are selected within CT using a threshold-based
mechanism, starting from the web data items in WDIe. A candidate cluster is defined
as follows.
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Definiton: Candidate Cluster. Given the closeness tree CT , a wdi(wri)∈WDIe and
the closeness threshold t ∈ (0,1], a cluster ClCCj in CT is a candidate cluster, denoted
by ClCCj , if and only if:
• wdi(wri) ∈ClCCj
• The centroid of ClCCj is the highest ancestor of wdi(wri) such that CC ≥ t
Candidate clusters can be described in terms of their size and their level of homo-
geneity. The size of a candidate cluster ClCCj is equal to the number of web data items
contained in ClCCj . The level of homogeneity is given by the closeness coefficient la-
beling the root node of ClCCj (i.e., CC). Size and level of homogeneity depend on the
choice of the threshold t. High values of t produce small clusters with high homogene-
ity, while low values of t produce large clusters with a lower level of homogeneity.
The number of candidate clusters that are selected depends instead on both the number
of web data items in WDIe and the threshold t, and the number of web data items in
WDIe depends in turn on the target entity e. A generic target entity e, together with
a low value of the closeness threshold t, will produce few but very large and non-
homogeneous clusters. The same situation, but with a high value of t, will produce
a (very) high number of small and homogeneous clusters. By selecting a more spe-
cific target entity, it is possible to reduce the number of web data items in WDIe and,
consequently, the number of candidate clusters.
3. in-cloud graph construction. The in-cloud graph ICe = (N,E) for the target en-
tity e is created by iterating the procedure of Figure 5.4 for each candidate cluster ClCCj
selected in the previous step.
The procedure creates a node ni ∈ ICe for each web data item in a candidate cluster
ClCCi . Then, the closeness tree Cl
CC
i is visited starting from the leaves, and each internal
node in of ClCCi is analyzed, in order to discover the edges that should be inserted in
the in-cloud ICe. To this end, for each visited in, a set of (set of) leaves is selected. The
cardinality of such set is equal to the degree of ClCCi ; thus, in the case of binary trees,
it is equal to 2. Formally, if d is the degree of ClCCi , a set LCS (Leaf Children Set) is
created for each in as follows:
LCS =
{
S1, . . . ,Sd
}
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Procedure GC
Input: a candidate cluster ClCCi
Output: an in-cloud ICe for the target entity e
Insert a node in N for all the leaves in ClCCi
for all level of depth i of ClCCi (from i = h to i = 0, with h = height of Cl
CC
i ) do
for all internal node in of ClCCi do
for all descending edge j of in (from j = 1 to j = d, with d = degree of ClCCi ) do
Select the child (children) of in which is a leaf (are leaves) and is (are) at the lowest
level of ClCCi
end for
end for
Insert an edge in E for each pair in the Cartesian product of the selected children, label-
ing each one with the value of in
end for
Figure 5.4: The procedure GC for in-cloud graph construction from a candidate cluster
ClCCi
where each Si, with 1≤ i≤ d, is defined as the set of children of in descending from its
i-th edge that are leaves and that are at the same lowest level of ClCCi . Finally, an edge
is inserted in ICe for each pair of nodes
(
ni,n j
)
in the Cartesian product of the selected
children, where ni ∈ Sh and n j ∈ Sk, with h 6= k, and each one of them is labeled with
the value of in.
The graph ICe is finally labeled through the labeling function ρ to assign levels
of prominence to nodes. Different prominence evaluation techniques that can be em-
ployed are described in Section 5.2.1.
We note that the presented procedure can be applied to generic trees, not only
binary trees. It can be useful to execute the clouding over generic input tree, not only
generated by the clustering process described in Section 5.1.
Running example. As an example of in-cloud creation, we take into account the
closeness tree shown in Figure 5.2. Then, we start from the target entity “Star Wars”
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and we choose a closeness threshold of 0.5. The resulting ground set WDIStarWars is
composed by the web data items denoting the movies of the Star Wars saga wdi(delicious1),
wdi(delicious2), wdi( f reebase1), wdi( f reebase2), wdi( f reebase3), and wdi( f reebase4),
because the target entity is directly retrieved in their term equipment. Then, we use the
closeness threshold 0.5 to select the candidate clusters. In our example, we select only
one cluster Cl0.54 that contains all the web data items in WDIStarWars plus the web data
items wdi(twitter1), wdi(twitter2), wdi( f reebase5), and wdi( f reebase6) that repre-
sent web data items about the main characters of the movie saga. Finally, the candidate
cluster Cl0.54 is submitted to the in-cloud graph creation procedure (see Figure 5.4).
The procedure creates a node in the in-cloud graph ICStarWars for each web data item
in Cl0.54 . Then, the internal nodes at the highest level of depth of Cl
0.5
4 are analyzed.
In this step, we create the edges (wdidelicious1,wdidelicious2), (wdi f reebase2,wdi f reebase3)
and (wditwitter1,wditwitter2), which are labeled with the value of their parent node, re-
spectively (i.e., 0.828, 0.813, 0.86). Then, the internal nodes at a lower level of depth
are analyzed, creating an edge between wdi( f reebase1) and wdi(delicious1), and be-
tween wdi( f reebase1) and wdi(delicious2), both labeled with the closeness value
0.64. Analogously, wdi( f reebase4) is connected with wdi( f reebase2) and wdi( f reebase3),
and wdi( f reebase6) is connected with wdi(twitter1) and wdi(twitter2). At a further
lower level of depth, an edge labeled with the closeness value 0.6 is created between
wdi( f reebase1) and wdi( f reebase4), and an edge labeled with the closeness value
0.7 is created between wdi( f reebase5) and wdi( f reebase6). Finally, wdi( f reebase5)
is connected with wdi( f reebase1) and wdi( f reebase4) through an edge labeled with
the closeness value 0.5. The resulting in-cloud graph is shown in Figure 5.5 together
with the edge labels representing closeness. Prominence is instead discussed in the
following.
5.2.1 Prominence evaluation
Different techniques are possible for the evaluation of the web data items prominence
in an in-cloud and these techniques can be used alone or in combination. We devise
three main categories of techniques for prominence evaluation, namely provenance-
based, target-based, and popularity-based techniques.
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Figure 5.5: Example of a in-cloud graph derived from candidate cluster Cl0.54 of Fig-
ure 5.2
Provenance-based techniques. Provenance-based techniques for prominence evalu-
ation are based on the idea that the prominence ρ(wdi(wri)) in an in-cloud corresponds
to the level of trust and importance of the data source from which wdi(wri) has been
extracted. This idea relies on the fact that some sources on the web can be consid-
ered more “authoritative” than others with respect to a certain information request.
The prominence value of a data source can be automatically set by exploiting tech-
niques based on measurable features of the data source, such as link analysis, language
analysis, and reliability of the source in time [Kleinberg, 1999; Gil and Artz, 2007].
Alternatively, the prominence value can be manually refined by an user to personalize
the relevance of each data source according to her/his expertise in the domain. More-
over, provenance-based techniques may be target-dependent or target-independent. For
target-dependent techniques, the target entity e associated with ICe is taken into ac-
count for determining the prominence value of the web data items. This means that the
prominence of a data source can vary from one in-cloud to another according to the
associated target entity. On the opposite, target-independent techniques are based on
the idea that data sources are authoritative per se´, independently from the considered
target entity. In this case, the prominence value of a data source is computed before
the in-cloud creation and it remains fixed.
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We calculate the provenance-based prominence value ρprovenance(wdi(wri)) of a
web data item wdi(wri) as follows:
ρprovenance(wdi(wri)) =
wsource ·# o f inbound links o f wdi(wri) in source
MAX PROMINENCE
where wsource is the weight associated with a web source source. In particular, we as-
sociate a weight of 1 with Freebase, a weight of 0.7 with Twitter, and a weight of 0.5
with del.icio.us. Such weight is then multiplied for the number of inbound links that
the web data item wdi(wri) has within the web source source. Finally, the provenance
value ρprovenance(wdi(wri)) is normalized with the highest provenance-based promi-
nence value in the in-cloud including the web data item wdi(wri).
Target-based techniques. Target-based techniques for prominence evaluation are
based on the idea that the prominence ρ(wdi(wri)) in an in-cloud depends on the fact
that wdi(wri) has a direct or an indirect relation with the target entity e. A wdi(wri)
has a direct relation with e if it contains one or more terms of e, that is, if wdi(wri)
directly appears in the ground set WDIe (i.e., wdi(wri) ∈WDIe). In such a case, the
prominence value ρ(wdi(wri)) is set to 1. A wdi(wri) has an indirect relation with e if
there is a closeness path P=wdi(wri)↔wdi(wri+1)↔···↔wdi(wr j−1)↔wdi(wr j)
in ICe with a wdi(wr j) ∈WDIe. In such a case, the prominence value ρ(wdi(wri)) is
computed as the product of all the closeness coefficients CC(wdi(wrk,wdi(wrk+1) la-
beling the edges in the closeness path P. If wdi(wri) has an indirect relation with e
through more than one closeness path, the shortest path Pmin.
Thus, we calculate the target-based prominence value ρtarget(wdi(wri)) of a web
data item wdi(wri) as follows:
ρtarget(wdi(wri)) =
∏ j−1k=i CC(wdi(wrk),wdi(wrk+1))
MAX PROMINENCE
|(wdi(wrk),wdi(wrk+1)) ∈ Pmin
where ∏ j−1k=i CC(wdi(wrk),wdi(wrk+1)) is the weighted product of the closeness co-
efficients associated with the edges in the shortest path Pmin between wdi(wri) and
wdi(wr j), where wdi(wr j) ∈WDIe. Finally, the provenance value ρtarget(wdi(wri)) is
normalized with the highest target-based prominence value in the in-cloud including
the web data item wdi(wri).
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Popularity-based techniques. Popularity-based techniques for prominence evalua-
tion are based on the idea that the prominence ρ(wdi(wri)) in ICe is calculated by
analyzing the topology of the in-cloud graph, on the basis of the degree of connection
of the nodes therein contained. Techniques based on the graph topology for evaluating
the popularity of users in social networks have been recently received a lot of attention
in the literature [Easley and Kleinberg, 2010], and they can be suitably adopted also for
popularity-based prominence evaluation. In this context, a common measure is based
on the notion of degree of centrality. According to this measure, the prominence (i.e.,
popularity) of a node ρ(wdi(wri)) is proportional to the number of edges that involve
a given node wdi(wri). The closeness coefficients of the edges in ICe can be also con-
sidered to weight the strength of each edge in the overall computation of the degree of
centrality of a node. Other common measures of centrality are the betweenness cen-
trality [Newman, 2005] and the closeness centrality [Goh et al., 2003], which take into
account the global structure of the in-cloud graph for calculating the prominence of a
node. By relying on the betweenness centrality measure, the prominence ρ(wdi(wri))
of a node wdi(wri) is proportional to the number of shortest paths between wdi(wri)
and all the other nodes of ICe. The higher is the number of shortest paths between
wdi(wri) and the other nodes, the higher is the prominence/centrality of wdi(wri). On
the opposite, the prominence ρ(wdi(wri)) based on the closeness centrality measures
the distance of wdi(wri) from the other nodes of ICe and it can be computed according
to a number of different measures of distance [Opsahl et al., 2010].
We calculate the popularity-based prominence value ρpopularity(wdi(wri)) of a web
data item wdi(wri) as follows:
ρpopularity(wdi(wri)) =
∑CC(wdi(wri),wdi(wr j))
MAX PROMINENCE
where ∑CC(wdi(wri),wdi(wr j)) is the weighted sum of the closeness coefficients as-
sociated with the edges between wdi(wri) and each other web data item wdi(wr j) in
the in-cloud. Finally, the provenance value ρpopularity(wdi(wri)) is normalized with
the highest popularity-based prominence value in the in-cloud including the web data
item wdi(wri).
Running example. We refer to the in-cloud graph of Figure 5.5 that is transformed
into the in-cloud shown in Figure 3.1 by exploiting a popularity-based technique for
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prominence evaluation based on degree centrality. An example of an in-cloud where
prominence is evaluated according to the target-based techniques is shown in Fig-
ure 5.6.
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Figure 5.6: Example of in-cloud where prominence has been evaluated according to
target-based techniques
In this case, the most prominent nodes are those representing web data items di-
rectly matching the target entity “Star Wars”. For the other nodes, the level of promi-
nence decreases as much as they are far from the nodes directly matching the target
entity.
5.3 Comparison between in-clouds, Linked Data, and
Wolfram Alpha
In this section, we show a comparison between in-clouds, Linked Data, and Wolfram
Alpha, and we analyze the differences in the output obtained by specifying the same
target entity, namely “Star Wars”. In particular, we compare the output obtained using
our clouding techniques with a Linked Data portion related to the target entity and with
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the output obtained using the computational knowledge engine Wolfram Alpha. A de-
tailed evaluation about the users’ perception of the in-clouds effectiveness is provided
in Section 6.1.
5.3.1 Linked Data vs in-clouds
As described in Section 2.2, Linked Data aims at linking together different descrip-
tions of the same real-world object, stored in different RDF repositories available on
the web. As an example, in Figure 5.7, we show a small portion of Linked Data related
to the target entity “Star Wars”.
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Figure 5.7: A portion of Linked Data related to the target entity “Star Wars”
The portion of Linked Data represented in Figure 5.7 shows the Semantic Web
resources which are connected to the target entity “Star Wars” in the repositories Free-
base and DBpedia. Similarly to in-clouds, it provides information about all the related
Star Wars saga movies, as well as all the main characters. However, Linked Data and
in-clouds differ in many aspects, which are summarized in Table 5.1.
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Linked Data in-cloud
Resulting structure: graph Resulting structure: graph
Aim: connect different RDF descriptions of the same object Aim: organize the relevant web resources for a target entity
Off-line process On-line process
One general graph (connecting different repositories) One graph for each target entity
Directed graph Undirected graph
Unweighted graph Weighted graph
The nodes can be URIs or literals The nodes are web data items
The edges can be labeled with properties or with owl:sameAs The edges are labeled with the value of closeness between web data items
Connected data are described using RDF Connected data are described using the WDI model
No distinction between the nodes Each node has a different prominence
Only descriptions referred to the same object are connected Similar web data items are connected by different closeness values
Data which are not described using RDF cannot be included Each kind of web resource can be included
Table 5.1: Comparison between Linked Data and in-clouds
The main difference between Linked Data and in-clouds is that Linked Data does
not take into account the Social Web resources, such as the users’ comments, posts
and personal feeds, while in-clouds include both Social and Semantic Web resources.
Moreover, Linked Data builds a flat graph structure of interconnected URIs, while in
an in-cloud the retrieved web resources are organized on the basis of their prominence
with respect to the target entity and of their reciprocal closeness.
5.3.2 Wolfram Alpha vs in-clouds
Wolfram Alpha1 is a computational knowledge engine which is able to answer ques-
tions, do math and calculus, convert money, make statistics, and create plots and vi-
sualizations. The available information includes vast scientific, technical, chemical,
medical, health, business, financial, weather, and geographic data, but it provides a
limited support for social knowledge.
In Figure 5.8, the output produced by Wolfram Alpha in response to the query “Star
Wars” is shown.
As we can see, the output produced by Wolfram Alpha is very different from the
in-cloud produced for the target entity “Star Wars”. In fact, Wolfram Alpha provides
a simple list of related Star Wars saga movies, and provides no information about the
main characters. In addition, it shows some statistics about the box office receipts and
the number of screens related to the different Star Wars episodes. The main differences
1http://www.wolframalpha.com
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Figure 5.8: Output produced by Wolfram Alpha in response to the query “Star Wars”
between Wolfram Alpha and in-clouds are summarized in Table 5.2.
The main difference between Wolfram Alpha and in-clouds is that, as Linked Data,
Wolfram Alpha does not take into account the Social Web resources, while in-clouds
include both Social and Semantic Web resources. In particular, Wolfram Alpha is
able to answer queries only providing focused and objective information, by extracting
information only from structured knowledge repositories. On the other hand, in our se-
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Wolfram Alpha in-cloud
Resulting structure: statistics, plots, formula, ... Resulting structure: graph
Aim: answer a specific question Aim: provide a comprehensive set of relevant information for a target entity
Context: specific to the question (pointed answer) Context: extended to related facts (exploratory answer)
On-line process On-line process
Focus on scientific knowledge Focus on general knowledge
Only objective information is provided Both objective and subjective information is provided
Information are extracted only from structured knowledge repositories Each kind of web source is considered
Provenance of retrieved information is not provided to the user Provenance of retrieved information is provided to the user
Table 5.2: Comparison between Wolfram Alpha and in-clouds
mantic data clouding approach, each kind of Web is analyzed, considering the Social
Web, the Semantic Web, and the Web of Documents, and thus providing both objec-
tive and subjective information about the target entity. A further difference between
Wolfram Alpha and in-clouds concerns the fact that the provenance of information re-
trieved by Wolfram Alpha is not shown to the user, while in an in-cloud the provenance
of each web resource is provided, so that the user can explore directly the retrieved web
resources.
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Chapter 6
Evaluation issues
In this chapter, we show and discuss the results of all the evaluation experiments we
have conducted to test the different techniques introduced in this thesis, as well as the
whole system.
In Section 6.1, we present the user evaluation about the perceived effectiveness
of in-clouds. Such evaluation has been conducted over a group of Computer Science
students, and aims at comparing the in-clouds with the other available tools on the
web. In Section 6.2, we evaluate our semantic clouding approach as a whole. In
particular, we evaluate the system accuracy, the cohesion of the produced in-clouds,
and the system scalability.
6.1 User evaluation
Hypothesis. In this section, we evaluate the user perception and the degree of user
satisfaction about in-clouds as a tool for exploration and browsing of web resources.
Experimental setup. Our approach to user evaluation of in-clouds is based on user-
oriented evaluation methods that have been proposed in the literature for interactive
web search interfaces and systems [Hoeber and Yang, 2007; Leclercq, 2007]. These
methods recommend to focus on a group of users (usually small) who are asked to
perform specific web search tasks using one or more software systems. Then, the
same users are asked to fill in a questionnaire concerning their search experience. For
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in-cloud evaluation, we designed a questionnaire and we identified a group of 18 stu-
dents of the Databases course of the Master Degree in Computer Science held at the
University of Milan. Such students had a similar background on Linked Data and Se-
mantic Web, mainly based on a few classes delivered on these topics in the course. This
group of students was required to work on three test cases corresponding to different
kinds of target entities, web resources, and data sources, as summarized in Table 6.1.
Table 6.1: Test cases for user evaluation
Target entity Web resources Data sources
Test case 1 Mac OS X
Microdata Twitter
Semantic Web Freebase
Test case 2 Star Wars Semantic Web
Freebase, DBpedia
DBpedia
Test case 3 London Olympics
Microdata RSS channels
Semantic Web DBpedia
The first test case is focused on the target entity “Mac OS X” (test case 1). As many
informatics-related topics, for Mac OS X, the different Webs provide a lot of poten-
tially useful information, although it is not always easy to select the most relevant web
resources about a specific subtopic of interest, especially when considering microdata
sources such as Twitter. The second test case is related to the entertainment domain
and it is about the famous movie saga “Star Wars” (test case 2). Here, we combined
web resources taken from two different Linked Data repositories, namely Freebase
and DBpedia. Finally, the third test case is focused on the event “London Olympics”
(test case 3). In this case, we considered both specialized RSS channels and DBpedia
as data sources.
Each student was equipped with the in-cloud built by our prototype for each test
case over the considered web resources. Moreover, each student was also equipped
with a full access to the web, where he/she could access conventional web tools, such
as the Freebase web interface, Twitter, and Wikipedia. Each student was then asked
to perform a set of search tasks by using first the conventional web tools and then the
in-cloud. The search tasks proposed were either generic, such as for example “Find
useful information about the Mac OS X operating system” or “Find information about
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the Olympic Games held in London”, or more specific, such as “Find information
about critical updating issues concerning Mac OS X” or “Find information about works
of fiction inspired by Star Wars”. As we want to evaluate also the intuitiveness of
in-clouds, we gave to the students no further training about in-clouds.
As soon as all the users had completed all the search tasks required for a given test
case, we collected the user feedback by means of the questionnaire with specific set of
questions to be answered for each test case. Moreover, an additional set of questions
have been submitted to the users to evaluate the whole experience. In defining the
questions, we have followed the following principles [Hoeber and Yang, 2007]: i)
collecting subjective reaction after the completion of each set of search tasks provides
specific details regarding the participants feelings at each stage in the evaluation; ii)
collecting subjective reaction at the conclusion of the whole experience provides an
overall view of the participants feelings with respect to the system in general.
According to these principles, the questionnaire was composed by five questions
for each test case (see Figure 6.1), plus other five questions concerning the experience
as a whole and the comparison of the three test cases (see Figure 6.2). For each ques-
tion, we use a scale with four-point relevance judgments, capturing varying degrees of
user confidence.
Results and discussion. The results presented in Figure 6.1 show a generally pos-
itive feedback from the users involved in the experiment, in that the majority of the
answers are positive or very positive. For about the 75% of users, conventional web
tools do not provide information more relevant than in-clouds. However, there are
some differences concerning the three experiments. In the test case 1 about “Mac OS
X”, the user satisfaction was generally slightly lower than the other test cases. This is
mainly motivated by two facts. First, conventional web tools provide more information
about technological targets, such as “Mac OS X”. Thus, it could be easy for users to
find relevant information also without in-clouds. This is also shown by the percentage
of users who claim that some relevant information is missing in the in-cloud, which is
higher in test case 1 than test case 2 and 3. Moreover, test case 1 involves information
taken from Twitter. As a matter of fact, Twitter data quality is lower than Freebase,
DBpedia, and RSS channels. As a consequence, the perceived quality of the resulting
aggregation in in-clouds is also lower than that of test case 2 and 3. Finally, we note
that we obtained very good results in test case 3, about “London Olympics”. Dealing
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Question 1: The test case task is adequately described by the in-cloud? Question 2: The prominence of web data items is proportional to their real
relevance with respect to the target entity of the in-cloud?
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Question 3: The closeness relations between web data items is proportional to
their real similarity?
Question 4: How do you judge the clarity of the in-cloud with respect to the
target entity and to conventional web tools?
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Figure 6.1: Results of user evaluation (test case specific questions)
with an event, the advantage of combining together stable information from DBpe-
dia with more fresh information from RSS channels is evident, especially when users
are required to execute tasks such as finding an accommodation and looking for the
location of a specific sub-event.
From the set of questions concerning the experience as a whole, shown in Fig-
ure 6.2, we see how, for the majority of users, in-clouds provide an advantage in terms
of effectiveness and usability with respect to conventional web search tools. Also
the idea of combining together microdata information (from RSS channels and Twitter
in our test cases) is considered useful. To this end, it is interesting to note that the
test cases where we used microdata (i.e., test cases about “Mac OS X” and “London
Olympics”) are considered to be more adequately described by in-clouds than the test
case on “Star Wars”, where we just used Linked Data sources. This is an interesting
proof that in-clouds help users in better accessing web information, especially when
multiple kinds of web sources are involved.
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Question 1: Are the in-clouds usable with re-
spect to conventional web search tools?
Question 2: How do you judge the usefulness
of including RSS and Tweets in the in-clouds?
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Figure 6.2: Results of user evaluation (general questions)
6.2 System evaluation
Evaluation issues concerning the system evaluation are focused on three kinds of tests.
In the first set of tests, we have the goal of evaluating the accuracy of in-clouds, that
is the capability of our semantic clouding approach to collect in the same in-cloud
web data items really prominent with respect to a given target entity. In the second
set of tests, we evaluate the cohesion of in-clouds, that is the impact on the in-cloud
construction of the closeness threshold for candidate clusters selection. In the third set
of tests, we evaluate the scalability of the proposed approach. All the tests have been
run against the experimental data collection described in Chapter 3 and used also for
the examples in this paper.
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6.2.1 Accuracy evaluation
Hypothesis. In this section, we evaluate the in-cloud accuracy, which can be mea-
sured in terms of the accuracy of the matching techniques that are employed for cal-
culating the similarity between web data items. In our approach, matching is executed
by exploiting our matching tool HMatch 2.0 [Castano et al., 2008, 2010a] where we
implemented the various matching techniques discussed in Chapter 4.
Experimental setup. For evaluating the quality of HMatch 2.0 we rely on the IIMB
2010 dataset1 (see Appendix A) and related tools that have been used for the Inter-
national Instance Matching Evaluation Contest of the Ontology Alignment Evaluation
Initiative (OAEI)2. As explained in details in Appendix A, IIMB provides a benchmark
which supports the controlled generation of data modifications and expected results
for a variety of data. In particular, a given set of data is artificially changed in several
ways by introducing various kinds of value, structure, and logic modifications. Then,
a matching tool is evaluated according to its capability of retrieving a correspondence
between a data item and its modified counterpart, that is the expected correspondence.
For accuracy evaluation, IIMB has been exploited to generate specific groups of tests
for web data items related to the web resources involved in our three test cases (see
Section 6.1).
Results and discussion. The accuracy of our matching techniques has been evalu-
ated using the FMeasure, the conventional accuracy indicator defined as the harmonic
mean of precision and recall3. The results of accuracy evaluation are shown in Fig-
ure 6.3.
HMatch 2.0 has been also compared against a simple matching algorithm called
StringMatch that just performs matching using different conventional string matching
techniques and selecting the best result. This kind of comparison is a baseline bench-
mark when the matching process mainly involves strings. The goal of the comparison
1http://www.instancematching.org/oaei/imei2010.html
2http://oaei.ontologymatching.org/2010
3Precision is proportional to the number of expected correspondences among those retrieved by the
matching tool. Recall is proportional to the number of expected correspondences that are retrieved by
the matching tool.
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Figure 6.3: Accuracy of the matching techniques measured with the FMeasure
is to show the advantages of using closeness coefficients instead of more conventional
string matching values for the web data item classification. These results show how
the accuracy obtained using the HMatch 2.0 closeness measures is significantly better
than the one obtained using StringMatch in all the test cases, and especially dealing
with microdata resources that require to work on the meaning and social nature of the
string that are compared.
A further accuracy test concerns the relation between precision and recall, as shown
in Figure 6.4.
Usually, precision is higher when recall is lower and vice-versa. In the literature,
it has been observed that, if we analyze the curve representing the relation between
precision and recall, strong algorithms are featured by a convex curve, while weak
algorithms are featured by a concave curve [Euzenat and Shvaiko, 2007]. In our ex-
periments, we see how HMatch 2.0 is stronger than StringMatch, especially when we
look for balanced results in terms of precision and recall.
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Figure 6.4: Relation between precision and recall of StringMatch and HMatch 2.0
6.2.2 Cohesion evaluation
Hypothesis. In this section, we evaluate the in-cloud cohesion on the basis of the
closeness threshold (see Section 5.2) that is chosen for selecting the candidate clusters.
The cohesion of an in-cloud can be defined as the average closeness between the web
data items therein contained. By setting a high threshold, the resulting in-cloud will
have a small dimension and a high cohesion; by setting a low threshold, the resulting
in-cloud will have a high dimension and a low cohesion. The objective of this set
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of experiments is to identify a tradeoff between the dimension of an in-cloud and its
cohesion.
Experimental setup. In order to evaluate the impact of the closeness threshold on
the in-cloud cohesion, we have constructed an in-cloud for each main character in the
Star Wars saga. Then, we have measured the average number of web data items per
in-cloud and the average level of closeness between web data items in the in-clouds
according to different values of the closeness threshold.
Results and discussion. In Figure 6.5, we report the result of this set of experiments
by normalizing the number of web data items per in-cloud with respect to the total
number of web data items in the largest in-cloud, that is the one obtained using a
closeness threshold equal to 0.1.
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Figure 6.5: Normalized size and average level of cohesion of in-clouds with respect to
the closeness threshold
As expected, incrementing the value of the closeness threshold, the size of in-clouds
decreases while the average value of their cohesion increases. This observation can be
useful for the selection of the default closeness threshold value. In fact, a closeness
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threshold of 0.5 is shown to be enough to guarantee a good level of cohesion (i.e.,
in-clouds with average closeness higher than 0.7) while keeping the size of the in-cloud
still significant (i.e., not trivially limited to the few web data items exactly matching
the target entity).
6.2.3 Scalability evaluation
Hypothesis. In this section, we evaluate the scalability of our semantic clouding ap-
proach, in terms of computation time, as the number of considered web data items
grows. In particular, we observe that scalability is mainly affected by clustering tech-
niques, although there are many well known and standard techniques to reduce the
number of matching operations in case of large data collections [Euzenat and Shvaiko,
2007]. Thus, in this set of experiments, we evalutate the scalability of the hierarchical
and agglomerative clustering procedure described in Section 5.1.
Experimental setup. In order to evaluate the scalability of the clustering procedure,
we considered a growing number of web data items, ranging from 30 up to 5000.
Results and discussion. The results of the scalability evaluation are shown in Fig-
ure 6.6.
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Figure 6.6: Scalability of the clustering procedure
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Time complexity of hierarchical and agglomerative clustering is O(n2), where n
is the number of web data items in the WDI repository. However, the results in Fig-
ure 6.6 show that the approach scales well if the single-link clustering is chosen. In
fact, single-link clustering is useful to reduce the number of clusters, since a lower
level of closeness is required between two clusters to be merged. On the contrary, the
complete-link clustering creates a high number of different clusters, since it requires a
higher level of closeness between two clusters to be merged. However, in case of very
large collections of web data items, or in order to use complete-link clustering tech-
niques, the scalability issues may be addressed by performing the classification of web
resources (i.e., the matching and clustering operations) off-line, in a batch manner, as
will be discussed in Chapter 7.
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Conclusions and future work
In this thesis, we presented our approach to web resource clouding for the construc-
tion of cross-web, disciplined, and intuitive in-clouds of prominent information about
a given target entity. A Java-based prototype for in-cloud construction has been devel-
oped and it is available to the public1. The presented matching techniques have been
included in the HMatch 2.0 environment2. The positive results we obtained during
evaluation encourage to continue working on in-cloud research issues. In particular,
we are working on defining a set of operations between in-clouds (e.g., selection, pro-
jection, join). Furthermore, a focused search application based on in-clouds is being
developed in the domain of tourism and entertainment related to the city of Milan.
More specifically, for what concerns the term matching techniques, goals of fu-
ture work regard the capability to automatically identify semantic relations between
the different term-components of compound words and to manage the term similarity
between non-English words. In particular, the semantic relations between the term-
components of compound words can be identified by manually analyzing the set of
recurrent composition patterns of common compound words, and by defining heuris-
tics to automatically identify the most important component of each compound word.
Non-English terms can be managed by exploiting different external sources, such as
multi-language dictionaries and/or web-based encyclopedias like Wikipedia or special-
purpose dictionaries.
1http://islab.dico.unimi.it/clouding
2http://islab.dico.unimi.it/hmatch
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Finally, we are also working on the definition and the evaluation of two different
application scenarios for semantic clouding, namely the clouding in-the-large and the
clouding in-the-small, in order to manage the scalability issues discussed in Chapter 6.
Clouding in-the-large. This is the scenario of domain-independent search applica-
tions, like for example general-purpose search engines, where the web resources that
populate the WDI repository are acquired from all the Webs without any filtering op-
eration. Due to the potentially huge number of web resources involved (e.g., many
millions of web data items in the WDI repository), matching of web data items and def-
inition of the closeness tree are executed off-line, in a batch manner. The subsequent
phase of in-cloud construction is interactively performed over the existing closeness
tree, upon specification of the target entity of interest by the requesting user. Periodi-
cally, the acquisition of new web resources and the refresh of the previously stored ones
are executed to update the WDI repository and to enrich it with new web data items.
This step is particularly important for tagged and microdata resources that have a rapid
obsolescence and need to be frequently refreshed for being up-to-date with respect to
the very last user comments. The update of the WDI repository requires the update
of the closeness tree as well. This can be performed incrementally when most of the
updates involves the insertion of new web data items. Instead, a “from scratch” recon-
struction of the closeness tree can be the preferable solution when the update of the
WDI repository involves the refresh of many web data item already stored in the WDI
repository. Usually, in both these solutions, a long amount of batch work is required.
For this reason, the update of the closeness tree is performed periodically, once that a
sufficient number of new web resources has been accumulated. In general, in-clouds
are generated from the currently available closeness tree, and they do not take into ac-
count the web data items just inserted in the WDI repository. A caching mechanism
can be adopted to reduce the response time between the specification of the target en-
tity and the visualization of the resulting in-cloud. Caching can be managed through
a history-based criterion, where the last k-queried in-clouds are maintained. Alterna-
tively, a popularity-based criterion can be used, where the cached in-clouds are those
that are most frequently queried by users. According to the periodic enrichment of the
WDI repository and to the subsequent closeness tree update, the cached in-clouds will
be updated as well.
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Clouding in-the-small. This is the scenario of domain-specific search applications,
like for example focused search engines, where selected portions of the Webs are used
to populate the WDI repository according to a predefined set of filtering operations.
For instance, domain-based and context-based criteria can be used to determine the
portion(s) of the Webs to acquire in the WDI repository. In the domain-based crite-
rion, the filtering operations consist in populating the WDI repository with the web
resources that match a given domain expressed by a predefined list of keywords. In the
context-based criterion, a context model is provided to specify the constraints that a
web resource needs to satisfy for being acquired in the WDI repository. For example,
a context can specify that only the web resources about a certain geographic location
(geographic constraint) and published in a specific period of time (temporal constraint)
have to be acquired in the WDI repository. According to the scale of the WDI repos-
itory, matching of web data items and closeness tree definition can be executed either
off-line or on-line. As for clouding in-the-large, the off-line option is preferable when
the scale of the WDI repository is too much high for allowing the closeness tree def-
inition in an acceptable waiting time for the requesting user (e.g., about one million
of web data items in the WDI repository). The on-line option is preferable with very
focused WDI repositories (e.g., less than one million of web data items in the WDI
repository). In this case, both closeness tree definition and in-cloud construction are
performed on-the-fly upon specification of the target entity by the requesting user. The
advantage of the on-line option is that the resulting in-clouds are up-to-date with re-
spect to the WDI repository, since refresh and periodic enrichment of the stored web
data items are immediately considered.
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Appendix A
Benchmark for matching techniques
evaluation
In this appendix, we describe the benchmark [Ferrara et al., 2008] that has been used
to evaluate the matching techniques that have been described in this thesis. In particu-
lar, such benchmark has been developed to test instance matching algorithms working
on ontology instances, that is, Semantic Web resources. To this end, different kinds of
modifications (i.e., data value modifications, structural modifications, and logical mod-
ifications) have been applied on an original set of ontology instances, in order to test if
an instance matching algorithm is able to properly identify the corresponding modified
counterpart of each original instance. However, the benchmark can be used as well
to evaluate matching algorithms working only on tagged and microdata resources, by
considering, respectively, only the data value modifications, or only the data value and
the structural modifications. Finally, by submitting to the matching algorithm a set of
instances which have been modified in different ways, the benchmark can be used to
test the results obtained by the algorithm in case of comparing heterogeneous kinds of
web resources (e.g., tagged, microdata, and Semantic Web resources).
A.1 Design of the benchmark
A widely recognized problem in the Semantic Web is the lack of evaluation data. While
OAEI1 (Ontology Alignment Evaluation Initiative) has provided a reference bench-
1http://oaei.ontologymatching.org/2007/benchmarks
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mark for schema matching [Euzenat and Shvaiko, 2007], evaluation data for instance
matching are still few. In [Christen, 2008b,c], the author presents a system, Febrl,
which allows researchers to compare a new record linkage algorithm with all the main
record linkage techniques. In [Chandel et al., 2007], the authors describe the con-
struction of a benchmark dataset for data cleaning approaches, obtained by setting the
distribution of duplicates, the percentage of erroneous duplicates, and the extent of
error in each erroneous duplicate. Further works dealing with schema matching evalu-
ation are [Hollink et al., 2008; Isaac et al., 2008].
The aim of our benchmark is to provide a complete set of tests for instance match-
ing algorithms evaluation. In particular, we do not only define a specific benchmark,
but also we provide an architecture for the definition of a semi-automatic procedure
for the generation of several different benchmarks. In Figure A.1, the overall process
of benchmarks generation is shown.
Reference ABox Generation
Modified ABoxes Generation
User
Query IMDb
input Reference
ABoxPOPULATION
Reference
TBox
MODIFIER
Modified
ABox 1
Modified
ABox 2
Modified
ABox n...
output
Figure A.1: Benchmarks generation
As an example of this general procedure, we describe in the following a specific
instantiation of it, that is the creation of a specific benchmark for instance matching2.
2http://islab.dico.unimi.it/iimb
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Reference ABox generation. First of all, we chose a domain of interest (i.e., the
domain of movie data), and we created a reference (ALCF(D)) TBox for it, based on
our knowledge of the domain3. This contains 15 named classes, 5 object properties
and 13 datatype properties. The reference TBox is then populated by automatically
creating a reference ABox. Data are extracted from IMDb4 by executing a query Q of
the form:
SELECT ∗FROM movies WHERE title LIKE ′%X%′
where X is a variable specifying a word of our choice. Thus, all selected movies con-
tain the word X in their title. The corresponding individuals in the reference ABox are
referred to similar objects, but each of them represents a distinct real-world object. As
a consequence, each instance can be univocally identified.
In order to get our reference ABox, we put X = Scar f ace. The reference ABox
obtained in that way contains 302 individuals, that is all the movie objects matching
the query and all the actors in the movie cast.
Modified ABoxes generation. Once the reference ABox is created, we generate a set
of modified ABoxes, each consisting in a collection of instances obtained modifying
the corresponding instances in the reference ABox. Transformations introduced in
benchmark ABoxes can be distinguished into three main categories. Modifications
belonging to different categories are also combined together within the same ABox.
A.2 Generating instance modifications
In this section, we describe the Modifier module of our benchmarks generation pro-
cedure, that is the way the modified ABoxes of benchmarks are generated. Given the
reference ABox as input, and a user specification of all the transformations to apply on
it, the Modifier module automatically produces the corresponding modified ABoxes.
In the following, all the modifications that can be applied on the reference ABox are
presented.
3http://islab.dico.unimi.it/ontologies/benchmark/imdbT.owl
4http://www.imdb.com
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A.2.1 Data value modifications
The goal of this first category of modifications is to simulate the differences that can
be found between instances referred to the same real-world object at the property value
level. Those include typographical errors, use of different standard formats to represent
the same value, or a combination of both within the same value.
Typographical errors. Real data are often dirty. That is mainly due to typographi-
cal errors made by humans while describing data. In order to simulate typographical
errors, we use a function that takes as input a datatype property value and produces as
output a modified value. This kind of transformation can be applied to each datatype
property value (e.g., string value, integer value, date value). The modifications to apply
on the input value are randomly chosen between the following:
• Insert character. A random character (or a random number, if the property has a
numerical value) is inserted in the input value at a random position.
• Modify character. A random character (or a random number, if the property has
a numerical value) is modified in the input value.
• Delete character. A random character (or a random number, if the property has
a numerical value) is deleted in the input value.
• Exchange characters position. The position of two adjacent characters (or two
adjacent numbers, if the property has a numerical value) is exchanged in the
input value.
For example, the movie title “Scarface” can be transformed into the modified value
“Scrface”, obtained deleting a random character from the original string.
In addition, it is possible to specify the level of severity (i.e., low, medium or high)
in applying such transformations. Anyway, the number of transformations introduced
in the input value is proportional to the value’s length. If the number of transforma-
tions to apply is greater than one, the corresponding value can be modified combining
different transformations.
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Typographical modifications can be applied to “identifying properties”, “non-identifying
properties” or both. That classification is based on the analysis of the percentage of
null and distinct values specified for the selected property. In particular, properties with
a high percentage of distinct values and a low percentage of null values are classified
as the most identifying.
Of course, the total amount of modifications applied to each modified ABox has
to change the reference ABox in a way that it is still reasonable to consider the two
ABoxes semantically equivalent. In other words, a modified ABox is included in the
benchmark only if a human can understand that its instances are referred to the same
real-world object, as the ones belonging to the reference ABox. Thus, in order to eval-
uate the distance between the reference ABox and each modified ABox, we introduce a
measure that takes into account the number of modifications applied to the same ABox,
the kind of the properties (i.e., “identifying properties” or “non-identifying proper-
ties”) which have been modified, and the level of severity of the modifications (i.e.,
low, medium or high). However, this measure does not affect the instance matching
results in a deterministic way, since they depend on the weight that the tested algorithm
gives to each kind of modification. Anyway, we assume that a modified ABox can be
considered semantically equivalent to the reference ABox only if it changes no more
than 20% of each instance description.
Use of different standard formats. The same data within different sources can be
represented in different ways. In order to simulate the use of different standards within
different sources, we use a function that takes as input a property value which allows
standard modifications (e.g., person name) and produces as output a modified value,
using a different standard format. For example, the director name “De Palma, Brian”
can be transformed in the modified value “Brian De Palma”, which is another standard
format to specify a person name.
A.2.2 Structural modifications
Another kind of situation that is simulated in our instance matching benchmark is the
comparison between instances with different structures. In fact, the same individual
feature (i.e., each instance property) can be modeled in different ways. Moreover, dif-
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ferent descriptions of the same real-world object can specify different subsets, even-
tually empty, of all the possible values for that property. Combinations of different
transformations belonging to this class of modification are also applied in the bench-
mark.
Use of different levels of depth for properties representation. A first example of
this class of modifications is shown in Figure A.2.
movie_1
Scarface
1983
De Palma, Brian
USA
HasTitle
Year HasDirector
Country
movie_2
Scarface 1983
De Palma, Brian
USA
HasTitle
Year HasDirector
Country
title_1
HasValue
Figure A.2: Use of different levels of depth to represent the same property
The two instances movie 1 and movie 2 are both referred to the same film, but the
movie title property is modeled in two different ways. In fact, the title of movie 1 is
specified directly through a datatype property value, while the title of movie 2 is spec-
ified through a reference to another individual which has a property with the same title
value (i.e., “Scarface”). In particular, in the first representation, the property HasTitle
is a datatype property, while in the second one it is an object property and its value is
the reference to title 1 instance.
In order to simulate the comparison between instances with different structures, we
use a function that takes as input a datatype property and produces as output an object
property with the same name. Moreover, the function creates a new attribute to the
generated object property, whose value is the same as the original datatype property.
Use of different aggregation criteria for properties representation. In an analo-
gous way, the name of a person can be stored all within the same property, or it can
be split into different properties such as, for example, Name and Surname. Figure A.3
shows two different ways of modeling the name “Pacino, Al”.
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actor_1
Pacino, Al
M
1940-04-25
Name
Gender
DateOfBirth Sonny
Nickname
actor_2
Al
M
1940-04-25
Name
Gender
DateOfBirth Sonny
Nickname
Pacino
Surname
Figure A.3: Use of different aggregation criteria to represent the same property
In the first representation the whole value is stored within the property Name, while
in the second one the string is split into the two values “Pacino” and “Al”, referred to
the properties Name and Surname, respectively.
In order to simulate the comparison between properties modeled in different ways,
we use a function that takes as input a datatype property value that can be split and
produces as output two new datatype properties, each specifying a different part of the
original value.
Missing values specification. A further example of structural heterogeneity is shown
in Figure A.4.
movie_1
Scarface
1983
Drama
HasTitle
Year
Genre
movie_2
1983
Year
Scarface
HasTitle
Drama
Genre
Thriller
Genre Noir
Genre
Figure A.4: Specification of different subsets of values on the same multi-values prop-
erty
The two instances movie 1 and movie 2 are both referred to the same film, but the
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two different descriptions specify different subsets of values on the property Genre.
In order to simulate the comparison between different sets of values referred to the
same property, we use a function that takes as input the set of values specified for a
selected property and produces as output a subset, eventually empty, of it. This kind of
transformation can be applied to each property. Moreover, if a property allows multiple
values, it is possible to specify if deleting all the values of the selected property or a
random number of them.
A.2.3 Logical modifications
Finally, the instance matching process should take into account the need to use some
kind of reasoning, in order to correctly find instances to be compared. In fact, instances
referring to the same real-world object can be instantiated in different ways within
different ontologies. In the following, we describe five kinds of situations that we
develop in our benchmark, that can also be combined together. Each situation requires
some kind of reasoning. Examples of those are shown in Figure A.5.
Reference TBox
Movie v Item
Film v Item
Product v Item
Action v Movie
MovieuProduct v ⊥
Movie ≡ ∀p.G
SubM ≡ ∀p.SubG
SubG v G
Reference ABox
movie 1 : Movie
movie 2 : Movie
movie 3 : Movie
movie 4 : Movie
movie 5 : Movie
(movie 5,“Scar f ace”) : HasTitle
Modified ABox
movie 1 : Film
movie 2 : Product
movie 3 : Action
movie 4 : SubM
movie 5 : Movie
movie 5 : ∃HasTitle.“Scar f ace”
Figure A.5: Example of logical modification
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Instantiation on different subclasses of the same superclass. This modification is
obtained instantiating identical individuals into different subclasses of the same class.
For example, in our benchmark, all the movie objects are instances of class Movie in
the reference ABox. Instead, in one of the modified ABoxes, we change the type of
those individuals, making them instances of class Film. Classes Movie and Film are
both subclasses of Item. In Figure A.5, movie 1 is instance of Movie in the reference
ABox, while it is instance of Film in the modified ABox. Instance matching algorithms
are thus required to recognize that those two instances are referred to the same real-
world object, even if they belong to different concepts.
Instantiation on disjoint classes. This modification is obtained instantiating identi-
cal individuals into disjoint classes. For example, in one of the modified ABoxes, we
change the type of all the instances of the class Movie, making them instances of class
Product. Classes Movie and Product are defined as disjoint classes in the reference
TBox. In Figure A.5, movie 2 is instance of Movie in the reference ABox, while it is
instance of Product in the modified ABox. In this case, the tested algorithms has to be
able to recognize that instances belonging to disjoint classes cannot be referred to the
same real-world object, even if they seem identical.
Instantiation on different classes of a class hierarchy explicitly declared. This
modification is obtained instantiating identical individuals into different classes on
which an explicit class hierarchy is defined. For example, an individual represent-
ing a movie can be classified as an instance of the general concept Movie, as it is in the
reference ABox, or it can be classified as an instance of a more specific subclass of it,
such as Action, Biography, Comedy or Drama, depending on the value that the movie
instances specify on the property Genre. In Figure A.5, movie 3 is instance of Movie
in the reference ABox, while it is instance of its subclass Action in the modified ABox,
since it is an action movie. Instance matching algorithms are thus required to recog-
nize that those two instances are referred to the same real-world object, even if they
belong to different concepts within the class hierarchy. This explicit class hierarchy
declaration can be recognized using a RDFS reasoner.
Instantiation on different classes of a class hierarchy implicitly declared. A fur-
ther modification that we apply in the benchmark is the instantiation of identical indi-
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viduals into different classes on which an implicit class hierarchy is defined. Such an
implicit class hierarchy declaration can be obtained through the use of restrictions. For
example, the restrictions specified on classes Movie and SubM in the reference TBox,
implicitly declare that SubM is a subclass of Movie. In Figure A.5, movie 4 is instance
of Movie in the reference ABox, while it is instance of SubM in the modified ABox. In-
stance matching algorithms are thus required to recognize that those two instances are
referred to the same real-world object, even if they belong to different concepts which
are not explicitly related. This implicit class hierarchy declaration can be recognized
using a DL reasoner.
Implicit values specification. Another use of restrictions that requires a reasoning
process, is the comparison between an explicit specified value and an implicit specified
one, that is using an hasValue restriction. This kind of situation is simulated in our
benchmark by adding a new type for each instance of the modified ABox. This type
is a class that (implicitly) specifies property values through an hasValue restriction. In
Figure A.5, in the reference ABox, movie 5 is instance of Movie and its value on the
property HasTitle is “Scarface”; in the modified ABox, movie 5 is as well instance of
Movie, but it is also instance of the restriction class that implicitly specifies the value
“Scarface” for its HasTitle property. Instance matching algorithms are thus required
to recognize that those two instances are referred to the same real-world object, even
if some property values of the modified instances are implicitly defined.
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